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INSIDE:
The. jury may not be
fair, but the surroundings will be when the
Calloway County Fair
hosts a recreation of a
civil court case.
Page 8

SPORTS:
The pieces of the
puzzle have been
reduced to five, but
MSU officials will take
another week to find
the perfect fit.
Page 6

TODAY
Tuesday, July 23
WORLD
GENEVA — Cholera is killing
more people in Africa than in
Latin America, spreading
through parts of the continent at
a "catastrophic" rate, the
World Health Organization says.
Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — A federal
grand jury appears to be
expanding its look into state
bond issues during Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' administration.
Page 7

SPORTS
Murray golfer Adam Grogan has
again won the KGA Junior state
championship. Page 6

I3USINESS
Exports are becoming a lucrative business for Kentuckians
who take the time to seek new
outlets for their products. The
search has paid off for Bucky
Irwin, sales manager for Ellis
Popcorn in Murray. Page 2

FORECAST
Partly cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of thunderstorms. Low
around 70. Wind becoming
northwest 5 to 10 mph. Wednesday: Partly sunny and less
humid. High near 90.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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Razorback assistant Stott Edgar opens interview process Wednesday
By
DAVID RAMEY

Murray Ledger II Times Sports Editor

Five finalists for the head men's
basketball coaching vacancy at
Murray State will visit the campus
starting Wednesday.
The university search committee
met last night, and named five
coaches as finalists to succeed
Steve Newton, who left for South
Carolina on July 10.
The five finalists are Tom
Abatemarco, Russ Bergman, Mark
Bcrnsen, Scott Edgar and Andy

Russo.
Abatemarco, 41, is currently an
assistant coach at Colorado and
was head coach at Drake and
Lamar. Bergman, 43, is in his 16th
year as head coach at Coastal Carolina. Bernsen, 42, is an assistant
coach at Southwest Missouri State
and spent four seasons on Newton's staff at Murray State. Edgar,
35, has been Nolan Richardson's
top assistant coach at Arkansas.
Russo, 43, was head coach at
Washington and Louisiana Tech.
He coached the Reyer Venezia

Palestinian issue still
blocking start of talks
JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir told a
right-wing .religious party that
Middle East peace talks could
begin in about three months if differences over Palestinian delegates
are ironed out, news reports said
today.
But neither his government nor
the Palestinians appear ready to
make concessions on the makeup
of a Palestinian delegation — the
issue that thwarted a past U.S. initiative and toppled the last Israeli
government.
In the closed meeting with
National Religious Party members
Monday night, Shamir estimated
the peace conference could be convened in about three months, Israel
radio reported today.
But he repeated Israel's views
that Israel would not negotiate with
Palestine Liberation Organization
members and would sit down only
with Palestinians from the occupied
territories "whose presence could
be tolerated," the national him
news agency said.
Shamir faces pressures from
right-wing extremists, who this

time belong to his tenuous governing coalition and have threatened to
bolt if Israel makes more concessions to the Arabs.
He indicated to reporters Monday night that Israel would not
respond to the American peace
proposals before agreeing to the
list of Palestinian delegates, the
Haaretz daily said.
He held meetings Sunday and
Monday with Secretary of State
James A. Baker III, and Baker
today reiterated that he expected a
quick response from Israel. Baker
spoke in Malaysia, where he was
attending a conference of Southeast
Asian nations and their main trading partners.
Israel has insisted on excluding
the PLO from any talks. Israel
maintains the PLO is a terrorist
group, but the Palestinians see it as
their legitimate representative.
Israel also opposes talks. with
Palestinian delegates from Israeliannexed Arab east Jerusalem.
Inclusion of such delegates could
be interpreted as indicating Israel's
claim to all of Jerusalem is
negotiable.

team in the Italian' Professional
League this past season.
"We're pleased with the candidates and their willingness to participate in our interview process,"
MSU vice president Don Kassing,
who heads the search committee.,
said. "There's a high level of interest in our coaching situation and it
is our intent that the prominence
Murray State has experienced in
the past in basketball will
continue."
"I'm happy with the quality of
the entire pool of candidates we

Je

Contestants for the Murray -Calloway Counts Jaycee Fair Queen Contest were honored at
a swim party
Monday at Holiday Inn. The girls were served lunch by members of Zeta Department of Murray VVoman
's
Club. the contestants are (left to right, seated) Jennifer Sue Kimbro, Erica Burkeen, Kwanda Lynn Hornbuckle, Brandy Hamby, Amber Randazzo, Molly B. Sims, Elizabeth Thurman, Michelle
Rae Stinnett
Renee Hayden; (standing) Marianne Kay Gilbert, Tammy Mahan, Tviesha Dawn Crouse, Lori , and
Allison
England, Tina Johnson, Hope Hargroye. Stephanie DeAnn Fletcher and Tanya Lvtin Bogard.
The queen
will be selected Monday. July 29. at 7 p.m. at Losett Auditorium, Murray -State Uniyers
ity.
Photo by Harry Allison

Bush likely to win China MFN battle
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
solid Republican support and a
smattering of help from Democrats,
President Bush is likely to win the
Senate support he needs to keep
normal trade with China free from
new conditions. Bush today predicted he would prevail.
"Our position is so clear, I
would hope so," Bush told reporters at a picture-taking session as
he met with his Cabinet.
But that will not stop Democrats,
led by Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell of Maine, from
accusing Bush of being soft on
human rights for 1 billion Chinese
citizens and for allowing Beijing to
abuse its trade relationship with the
United States.
The Senate opened debate on
most-favored -nation status for China on Monday, and was expected
to reach a final vote late today.

Mitchell claimed a clear majority
of support for his bill, which would
not disturb push's renewal of MFN
status for China this year, but
would impose a series of strict
human rights, trade and weapons
proliferation conditions for renewal
in July 1992.
But with Bush vowing to veto
the measure, Mitchell was having
trouble lining up the two-thirds
majority he would need to enact
the law over the president's
objections.
"I believe that vote will make
clear that neither this resolution,
nor anything like it, is going to be
enacted into law this session," said
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole,
R-Kan.
Nevertheless, Mitchell told
reporters he would pursue the matter to a final conclusion, meaning
yet another debate and vote on the

have for the job," said MSU athle- p.m. Wednesday, followed by
a
tic director Michael D. Strickland, day of meetings on Thursday. clos"and I'm especially excited about ing with a press conference at 3:3(1
the individuals that we're bringing p.m.
to campus.
Each candidate will follow the
'The search committee has done same schedule. Bernsen visits
a very thorough job of screening Thursday and Friday, Bergman on
the applicants and I'm confident Friday and Saturday. Abatemarco
we'll come out of the interview on Saturday and Sunday, and Rusprocess with a coach who will car- so on Sunday and Monday'.
ry us to the next level."
The university hopes to make a
The finalists will begin visiting final decision next week and
Wednesday for a two-day interview expects an annoucement on August
process. Edgar arrives first, and 1 or 2.
meets with the Racer Club at 8 (See related
stories, page 6)

Swim party for contestants

issue later in the year. The House
already has overwhelmingly
approved a bill similar to
Mitchell's.
As consideration of the measure
began late Monday, one wavering
Democrat. Sen. Jeff Bingaman of
New Mexico. decided to support
Mitchell's bill after lawmakers voted 55-35 to add language calling
on Bush to use existing laws to
address trade, human rights and
weapons concerns.
Since 1980, China has benefited
from MFN status, which is enjoyed
by most U.S. trading partners and
confers the lowest possible tariffs.
It has been renewed annually
since then, but Congress has been
increasingly restless about the relationship since the bloody 1989
crackdown on pro-democracy
demonstrators in Beijing's Tiananmen Square.

Chamber Membership Drive Breakfast
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Cooler air and thunderstorms
help break weeklong heat wave
By ANITA SNOW
Associated Press Writer

Cooler air and thunderstorms brought relief to New England and the
Midwest today after a blistering weekend of 100-degree temperatures.
But it warmed up in the West, which had escaped most of the weeklong heat wave.
"The weather has really broken," said William Sheperdson, a
spokesman for the New England Power Pool. The power group saw
several demand records set over the weekend as people sought refuge
in air-conditioned homes. "It's what we consider a perfect day," Kurt Hebert, a receptionist at
crescent Beach State Park in Cape Elizabeth, Maine, said Monday.
"There's no humidity. It's about 75 degrees with a light breeze."
Elsewhere in New England, it was 75 in Boston at noon. Burlington.
Vt., reported 74 and Greenville, Maine, 65.
Before the heat wave broke, a power outage struck the heart of Manhattan on Monday, plunging stores and offices into darkness for a half
hour. Some bond and currency trading stopped and people were
trapped in elevators.
The cause of the blackout, following New York's hottest weekend in
14 years, was not immediately known.
Cooler, dry air from the north will make things more comfortable on
Thursday and Friday, said National Weather Service spokesman Patrick Moore.
Strong northwesterly winds began drawing cool Canadian air into
the Northern and Central Plains and the Upper Mississippi Valley on
Monday afternoon, pushing temperatures down into the 70s in coastal
and mountain areas.
Strong thunderstorms developed along a cold front curving through
the central Plains and the Upper Mississippi Valley. The storms
brought high winds and hail to the Plains states and the Midwest.
Meanwhile, it began heating up in the West. Temperatures were in
the 90s in Northern California and Washington and above 100 in the
Southwestern deserts.
Scorching heat continued in other areas. Records set or broken Monday included 101 in Chicago and in South Bend, Ind., and 97 in Huntsville, Ala. Kansas City, Mo., hit 103. Salina, Kan., was the nation's hot
pot, at 109.

Violence resumes in Yugoslavia

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
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Search narrowed to five finalists

KENTUCKY LAKE
358.4, +0.2; below 300.9, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
358.5, +0.2; below 302.1, -0.2

Regalar office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

nes

Chuck Foster, right, leads the line at the MurraY -Calloway County Chamber of
Membership Drive Breakfast Tuesday morning. The two-day telephone membership Commerce's Annual
((me hopes oi attract
at least 73 new members to the 600-member organization.
Staff photo

by Mark Cooper

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) —
The federal army and Croatian forces exchanged fire today just hours
after Croatia's president demanded
that the army leave his secessionist
republic and urged his people to
prepare for all-out war.
The leaders of Yugoslavia's two
largest republics, Serbia and
Croatia, bitterly accused each other
af sabotagihg a Yugoslav summit
on Monday and promoting feuding
between the two ethnic groups.
Fighting between Croats and
Serbs in ethnically mixed areas of
Croatia has claimed the lives of
more than 100 people since May.
Twenty-one people were killed on

Monday alone
"We have reached the end."
Croatia's Stipe Mesic, chairman of
the eight-member collective presidency, told a news conference in
the Macedonian resort of Ohrid,
site of the summit.
President Franjo Tudjman of
Croatia said he would not return to
negotiations with the country's
other leaders until the army leaves
his republic.
He stormed out of Monday 's
meeting to protest the demand by
leaders of the country's six republics and two provinces to demand
that Croatia demobilize its defense
forces.
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State growers seek overseas customers
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Exports are becoming a lucrative business
for Kentuckians who take the time to seek new outlets for their products.
The search has paid off for Bucky Irwin, sales manager for Ellis Popcorn in Murray.
His company did little business overseas a few years ago. Now, it sells
an estimated 1.5 million pounds of popcorn annually in the international
market.
Irwin, who works on commission, said he began thinking about exports
two years ago.
"I saw right off the bat that here in the U.S. there are umpteen popcorn
companies competing for the same domestic business. 1 chose to look in
an area with less competition."
Irwin met recently in Evansville. Ind., with a German importer who
wants to use popcorn for food and as packaging material. Popcorn provides an environmentally safer alternative to Styrofoam packing.
The state's farm economy also is awakening to the potential of expanding through overseas clients.
The estimated value of Kentucky's farm commodity exports leaped
from $652.6 million in 1987 to $852.7 million last year, according to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's economic research service.
"Things are beginning to change," Michael Reed, executive director of
the University of Kentucky's Center for Agricultural Export Development, told The Kentucky Post.
"Kentucky, being a landlocked state, has been relatively isolated internationally," said Reed, who has barnstormed across East Asia, Europe
and other regions of the world to find markets for Kentucky commodities.
"People have not thought in terms of exporting." They do now.
Bobby Freeman, executive vice president of the 3,000-member Kentucky Beef Cattle Association, said his association recently launched a
service that helps cattle growers tap into the international market.
The association is mailing members a tip sheet that tells them of potential customers for Kentucky-bred livestock.
"We are moving aggressively," said Freeman, who added there is
already significant demand for Kentucky cattle in Central and South
America.
It's not just for beef since the developing nations lag in genetics, they
value the cattle's semen and embryos. And as Kentucky farmers focus
attention on agricultural exports, so does the world.

-I saw right off the bat that here in the U.S. there are
umpteen popcorn companies competing for the same
domestic business. I chose to look in an area with less
competition."
Bucky Irwin, Ellis Popcorn sales manager
Negotiations are stalled on the Uruguay round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the most ambitious effort in 50 years to reduce
trade barriers in more than 100 nations. The stumbling block so far is a
failure to reach agreement on removing barriers for agricultural
commodities.
Ronald Pryor, director of commodity activities and assistant legislative
director for the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, views the negotiations
as crucial to continued growth of Kentucky farm exports. "If they reach
agreement, it will benefit all Kentucky farmers," said Pryor.
A farm bureau analysis shows that successful tariff negotiations could
increase revenue 5 percent for tobacco growers alone. Kentucky burley
continues to rank as the major export commodity for the state.
The state ranked second nationwide in 1990 in the export of tobacco,
sending $291.5 million, worth overseas. The top-ranked state was North
Carolina at $590.7 minion.
The only other Kentucky commodity that ranked in the top 10 in
exports was meat and live animals, primarily thoroughbred horses.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimated that Kentucky exported
$188.3 million worth in 1990, placing the state fifth nationally.
Hans Petereit, director of international marketing for the state Department of Agriculture, secs special export potential for four Kentucky commodities: canola, popcorn, organic food and catfish. Less than 8,000 acres
of canola are planted in Kentucky.
But the seed is experiencing a growing demand in this country because
it produces a vegetable oil low in saturated fat and cholesterol.
Petereit said Europe in particular is becoming increasingly healthconscious and would be a good export target for Kentucky-grown canola.
Petereit said that since few Kentucky farmers raise catfish, the state is
missing a big opportunity. He has received inquiries about catfish from as
far away as Zambia.

Prosecutor says Smith has raped before
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. a 29-year-old Jupiter, Fla., woman
(AP) — The prosecutor in William on March 30 at the Kennedy famiKennedy Smith's rape case wants ly's Palm Beach estate.
Palm Beach police said months
to introduce evidence at the trial
that Smith sexually assaulted a ago that checks with agencies in
woman in Washington three years Washington and other places where
ago and tried to force himself on Smith has lived showed no record
of earlier sexual assault allegations.
two others.
Lasch said Smith, a nephew of
Moira Lasch, assistant Palm
Beach County state attorney, made Sen. Edward Kennedy, raped a
the allegations in court papers filed woman in Washington between
Monday. Smith goes on trial Aug. May I and June 30 of 1988, and
'twice attempted rape — in
5.
Smith, 30, is charged with raping Washington between April 1 and

June 30 of 1988 and in New York
City between June 1 and Aug. 30
of 1983.
In the court papers, Lasch said
she would call the women to testify
under state law allowing use of evidence of similar crimes. Circuit
Judge Mary Lupo would decide
whether to allow the testimony.
Neal Sonnett, a Miami defense
attorney not involved in the Smith
case, said Lupo could exclude the
testimony as irrelevant or overly
prejudicial against Smith.

It wasn't clear whether the
women reported the alleged attacks
at the time.
In April, The National Enquirer
published an interview with a
woman who claimed Smith had
raped her in Washington.
Enquirer executive editor Dan
Schwartz said Monday that Palm
Beach police contacted the Enquirer after the story appeared and that
the allegations in the court papers
were the same as those made by
the woman
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L.A. police chief says he'll step down
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Nearly
five months after the videotaped
beating of a motorist, Police Chief
Daryl F. Gates finally agreed to
step down, but in his own time:
next April.
"People of this city at long last
can have this trauma behind
them," said Mayor Tom Bradley.
-We suffered. Our image has suf-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Th. Many LA.& & Tomo ruins mien
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Thanksgiving Dry. Christmas Day and New
Year's lbsy by Murray Newspapas Inc., 1C01
Whitnell Dr. Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas already
served by carriers 15 00 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in Calloway Co and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky., and to Paris, Buchanan and Pot
-year.
Tam S57.00 per year By mall to other destinations $64.50 per year
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To reach all -departments of the newspaper.
phone 753-1916
• • • •
The Murray Ledger & Times a a raemtxr of
the Associated Press. Kentucky Pt
-cu Associauoe and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Association
The Associated Press a exclusively enutled
to news onginated by The Murray Ledger &
Times

•

fered on a nationwide basis and
around the world. There has to be a
sigh of relief by the people of this
city."
The tough-talking Gates fought
tears and his voice faltered as he
told his officers in a videotaped
message Monday of his plans to
retire.
"That's it. April 1992," he said.

CLARIFICATION

The cutline under the Democratic meeting photo in Monday's edition was incorrect. The correct
order is, from left: John L. Keller,
president of the Kentucky Young
Monday's winning numbers
Democrats, John Stephenson,
selected by the Kentucky LotDemocratic nominee for superintery: Pick 3: 5-5-9 (five, five,
tendent of public instruction, U.S.
nine)
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Kentucky
Democratic Party Chairman Grady
PigglY Wiggly] Stumbo, Democratic gubematoral
nominee Brereton Jones and the
OPENIDiff1241i116ADAY,SAT 07 kiLiDiCii
party's attorney general nominee
_Haw SOUTH ALUEOLE
Chris Gorman.

"And maybe that'll stop all of the
nonsense that's been going on.
Maybe we can get back to work."
Gates, 64, has been under pressure to step down since the March
3 police beating of motorist Rodney King. The beating prompted a
national uproar over police brutality. Four officers have been
charged.

Police find, destroy
10 marijuana plants
The Governor's Marijuana Strike
Force discovered and destroyed 10
plants found Thursday in Calloway
County, according to a report from
the Kentucky State Police.
The plants were discovered by
officers of the Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife on property just off Hooper Cemetery Road
eight miles east of Murray, police
said.
Also assisting in the find were
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, Murray Police Department and the Calloway County
Attorney's office, police said.
Investigation into the find is continuing and arrests are pending,
police said.

News of the world
AFRICA
GENEVA, Switzerland — Cholera is killing more people in Africa than in Latin
America. spreading through parts of the
continent at a "catastrophic" rate, the
World Health Organization says The
U N agency said Monday that it had
received reports of 45,159 cases and
3,488 deaths from 10 African nations so
far this year By comparison, 2,618 of the
251,553 reported cases in South America
were fatal, an agency statement said. It
said cholera "is sweeping through Africa
at a catastrophic pace in some countries," adding the disease "is killing people at a much higher rate than seen during the peak of this year's outbreak in
Peru, Ecuador and other Latin American
countries" Dr Jim Tulloch, coordinator
of the agency's task force on cholera
control, said that poor access to health
care and faulty treatment were reponsible for the higher death rate in Africa He
said cultural practices aggravate the
problem in some countries For example,
he said, the dead are often washed by
the same women who prepare the funeral feast. Zambia is the hardest hit country
in Africa, the agency reported, with
11,356 reported cases and 981 deaths
this year. Nigeria follows with 7,674
cases and 990 deaths — a 13 percent
fatality rate. In Latin America, Peru has
notified the agency of 223,564 cases of
cholera Of these 2,163, less than 1 percent, have proved fatal Ecuador has
reported 24,435 cases, including 388
deaths Other cases have been recorded
in Brazil, Colombia, Chile and Mexico
The health agency said the United States
registered 14 imported cases and Canada one case. No deaths were reported in
North America

U.S.S.R.
MOSCOW — A radical newspaper today
published what it said was Mikhail Gorbachev's new platform for the Communist
Party, a document that rejects Marxist
traditions and supports private property.
The draft statement appeared in Nezavisimaya Gazeta (The Independent Newspaper) two days before what is expected
to be a stormy plenum of the Communist
Party Central Committee. The newspaper
said the document can expect support
from only about 100 staunch Gorbachev
backer in the 410-member Central Committee, and raised the possibility that
hard-liners would try to remove Gorbachev from his position as party leader
Vladimir Svetozarov, a Central Committee member, told The Associated Press
today the chances of some form of the
platform being approved at the plenum
were "exceptionally high." Svetozarov
said the text published by the newspaper
was an unofficial version of the Communist Party platform. He said some editing
of the draft is certain. The conservative
newspaper Sovietskaya Rossia, meanwhile, printed a veiled attack on Gorbachev by 12 hard-line Communists who
appealed for Soviet citizens to unite
against leaders who "cringe to the overseas protectors (and) seek advice and
blessing overseas "

PHILIPPINES
MANILA — Walls of mud and debris
tumbled down Mount Pinatubo's rainswollen nvers today, burying thousands
of homes around the volcano and forcing
more than 60,000 people to flee At least
live lives have been lost in two days of
flooding as heavy rains loosened tons of
debris from the slopes of the ash belching volcano, which began erupting
last month. The flooding began Monday
as tropical storm Brendan swept the region. The volcano has continued to spew
small amounts of ash and seismologists
today recorded 40 earth tremors, seismologists said

ALBANIA
BRUSSELS, Belgium — The European
Community announced today that it will
donate 50,000 tons of emergency grain
stocks to Albania to bolster that struggling country's dwindling supply. Albania
has been plunged into economic crisis as
its post-Communist coalition struggles to
enact political and economic reforms

FRANCE
PARIS — Citing the Cold War's demise,
France says it is scrapping a $5 billion
program to replace aging long-range
nuclear missiles in fixed silos with mobile
missiles. Defense Minister Pierre Joxe
announced the decision Monday, a day
after reports said the government was
abandoning plans to build the new S-45
missiles, which would have been shuttled
about on trucks in crises

AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY — The slick from Australia's
worst oil spill drifted eastward toward
land today but authorities said the light
crude was evaporating and no longer
posed a major environmental threat. The
Greek oil tanker Kirki's bow broke off in a
storm 125 miles north of Perth on Sun-

day, spilling between 4.6 million and 5 9
million gallons of oil. Strong winds first
pushed the light, frothy spill away from
land But authonues said a subsequent
wind change was nudging the slick within
six miles of the Fishermen's Islands lust
oft the mainland's Jurien Bay

IRAQ
UNITED- NATIONS — A selror United
Nations envoy for the Persian Gulf urged
the Security Council on Monday to allow
Iraq to sell oil to pay for desperately
needed food, medicine and other humanitarian aid "There is a feeling that we
are up against a serious humanitarian
crisis which could degenerate into a catastrophe unless we do something about it
quickly," Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan
said. Sadruddin, who is in charge of
humanitarian aid in the gulf, spoke at a
news conference after briefing the Security Council's Sanctions Committee He
said in a report that Iraq needed $2 6 billion for tour months' worth of humanitarian aid He did not recommend the lifting
of economic sanctions, however, only a
relaxation to let Iraq use its oil resources
and frozen bank assets to pay its own
way Sadruddin said Iraq's oil sales
would be carried out under U N
supervision.

MADAGASCAR
ANTANANARIVO — President Didier
Ratsiraka declared a state of emergency
in the capital today and secunty forces
reportedly arrested at least two leaders
of the opposition coalition seeking his
ouster The crackdown came a day after
opposition politicians, backed by thousands of supporters, marched into government ministries in a symbolic seating
of their own self-declared government in
the island nation off Africa's east coast
Soldiers were deployed in Antananarivo's
main square this morning but they withdrew by early afternoon as thousands of
demonstrators surged into the area The
soldiers initially used a few tear-gas grenades, but apparently decided they did
not want a confrontation Those arrested
today included at least two, possibly
more, of the opposition's shadow minis
ters The government issued arrest warrants for other politicians, including lop
opposition leader Albert Zafy

One missing,
84 rescued
after ships
collide at sea
PORT ANGELES, Wash. (AP)
— All but one of 85 people aboard
a Japanese fish processor were
rescued when the vessel collided
with a Chinese freighter and sank
in 500 feet of water near a busy
shipping lane, officials said.
"It was one person shy of a miracle," Coast Guard Cmdr. Scott
Allen said. The missing crew member was presumed drowned in
Monday's accident_
The 610-foot Chinese vessel Tuo
Hai struck the 365-foot Japanese
vessel Tenyo Maru on Monday
morning near the entrance to the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, a shipping
lane between Canada and Washington's Olympic Peninsula, said Lt.
John Owen, a Coast Guard spokesman in Port Angeles.
"Only five or 10 minutes and it
sank," survivor Hidiki Okada said.
Nearly half of the 85 people
aboard the Japanese ship wound up
in the water. They were picked up
by U.S. and Canadian Coast Guard
vessels and other boats in the area,
said Petty Officer Sandy Calhoun.
Officials said the calm seas and
clear weather aided rescuers.
"The conditions for this to happen could not have been better if it
had to happen," Coast Guard Lt.
Cmdr. John Harper said.
The search for the missing crew
member was called off Monday
afternoon. Coast Guard officials
said today there were no plans to
resume the search.

FREE FIRST CLASS!! FREE FIRST CLASS!!

An Oak Tree Stands
As A Symbol
of our

Service To You

A Adults Belong
,C in College ...
it's not just for kids anymore.
ABC Grants for Adults allow you to:
sample college life;
gain self-esteem;
set new goals;
try something new

We gave a lot of thought before choosing a symbol to represent our firm's service at
Miller Funeral Home. We chose the sturdy symbol of an oak tree because it
represents values we think are important.
The oak tree is a proud symbol that is
commonly found in this area. It stands tall and strong, and yet its flexibility gives it the
resilience to move, grow, and change. Those are values also represented at Miller
Funeral Home. Were locally operated by people you know and trust. We know how to
provide families with quality service, yet be flexible enough to meet their changing
needs. We admire the oak's stability and flexibility. It symbolizes that we stand on
the strength of our service at Miller Funeral Home.

MILLER

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
Guidelines for the grant include:
•
h▪ igh school diploma or GED
eligible form -state tuition•first time student
•
•
▪ at MSU•out of school for several years•attended no other college.
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

The Center forSontinuing EducationJAcademic Outreach (CE/AO)has heard
all ofthe reasonnot to attend college. But we can offer you services to overcome
those obstacles if you truly desire more education. Call or stop by today for more
information on ABC Grants for Adults.

FUNERAL HOME
"We stand on the strength of our service

' North 4th Straget • Murray KY 42071
(5021 753-4612.
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Letters

to

the

editor

Four Rivers setting business plan
Dear Editor:
The objectives of Four Rivers Productions, Inc. are simple and clear.
We are a nonprofit corporation that is actively working toward developing
more family entertainment attractions for the Four Rivers Region. We are
developing a business plan that will be presented to our next governor.
The document will be accompanied by letters of support from private and
public entities and concerned individuals. The business plan will call for:
developing or restoring perforamnce areas at our state resort parks, establishing a coordinator in charge or developing or booking acts that utilize
the region's talented students and developing entertainment attractions
that will stimulate our economy, while bringing more arts entertainment
to our local population and training our youth.
If your support such an idea, our next governor needs to hear from you.
Your letter of support will be presented along with our proposal.
Currently, Four Rivers Productions, Inc. is producing The Popularity
Showboat. Our show schedule is 8 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
respectively at Kenlake, Barkley and Kentucky Dam through Aug. 9.
Your letter of endorsement for the project or a cover letter accompanying your financial support will send a clear message to our new governor
and continue the development of a regional nonprofit production company. Your commments, questions and suggestions are always welcome.
Allen Morris, Four Rivers Productions
Route 7, Box 145, Benton

Eddyville: end of the road or new beginning
The sky is summer-blue and
cloudless. An Italian stone fortress,
proud with turrets, haughtily dominates the gentle hillside. The castle
commands a splended view of a
sparkling lake dotted with boats
and fishermen. From a distance, it
could be the backdrop for a fairy
tale. Up close, however, the Kentucky State Penitentiary at Eddyville takes on the proportions of a bad
dream.
It's not that the facility isn't
clean and efficient; or that the corrections staff isn't highly trained
and professional. Quite the contrary. In fact, Eddyville seems
world's apart from the old movie
image of the "pen," with sadistic
guards and unsanitary conditions.
On the other hand, it is not the
"country club" that some outsiders
claim either, and anyone who
maintains that stance is just flat out
misinformed. Eddyville — Kentucky's oldest and only maximum
security prison — is the end of the
commonwealth's line of correctional facilities. Caretaker of the state's
sole electric chair, it is also the
uneasy resting place for death row
inmates.
From another vantage point,
Eddyville is a business with a mission, various departments, and several tiers of employees. When warden William Seabold outlined his
responsibilities and described his
vision of the organization he runs
to a group from Leadership Ken-

ucky last week, he was as articuate and crisply professional as a
CEO talking to shareholders.
Our tour of Eddyville includes a
visit to death row, in the oldest part
of the facility, as well as demonstrations at the prison's various
self-supporting industry programs
— including funiture making and
garment production. We walk
through the prison yard, which is
blurred with the intensity of sun
and heat on a summer afternoon;
and thee is a brief stop in the
"seg," where violent inmates are
temporarily segregated for fighting,
attacks on fellow inmates, and
other serious violations of the
rules.
The most informative portion of
the afternoon's agenda are the
panel discussions. The first features
four members of Eddyville's correctional staff, three men and a
woman. They describe the daily
stress of the job, especially in
"seg," where, as Larry Cowell put
it, "If I'm not breaking up a fight,
I'm waiting for one to start."
With entry level pay low enough

crime, you're going to do the time.'
I worked with the U.S. Department of Justice and the Senate
Judiciary Committee to introduce the 'Anti-Corruption Act of 1991'
-- a comprehtnsiVe law enforcement response to the problems of election fraud and public corruption.
Election fraud remains a persistent problem in Kentucky. The
only way to clean up election fraud is to let the federal government
intercede and give it the authority to prosecute offenders under
federal law, in federal court. Federal prosecutors ought to have ever‘
available resource to stop public corruption.
This legislation will make every act of election fraud -- at evers
level of government -- a federal offense. It raises the maximum
penalty for both election fraud and public corruption to 10 years
in the federal penitentiary and a $10,000 fine.
This amendment simply gets back to the basics of a clean election process and a government free of corruption. It assures
that anyone caught in election-day shenanigans will be facing a
federal grand jury and a ticket to federal prison.

tAAKC
-rotidi4
9014

to qualify a staff member with a
spouse and a child for food stamps,
turnover hovers around 25 percent.
AIDS adds another problem to the
job. "Yeah, we think about it a
lot," one of the men admits. "It
concerns all of us.."
They are quick to add that staff
members have been thoroughly
trained in safety procedures, and
the guideline followed to protect
both staff and inmates is that every
prisoner is treated as if he is HIV
positive. In addition to that constant threat is the general problem
of overcrowding in the state penal
system. "That makes it real difficult with the hard core, long-term
inmates we have here," one of
them admits.
The second panel is comprised
of four inmates: Scott, Roy, Teddy
and James. Scott has been at Eddyville since 1980. Since then, he has
overcome his dyslexia to learn to
read and write, and in December of
this year he will be the first inmate
in the state of Kentucky to complete his undergraduate degree.
Looking older than his 39 years,
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The Daily News, Bowling Green:
A new state Department of Education regulation that will subject firsttime applicants for school bus driver jobs to drug testing might not sit
well with so-called citizens' rights groups, but it's a good foot forward in
a battle that cannot be allowed to endanger the lives of the young.
Applicants will be tested by a physician for use of marijuana, cocaine,
opiates, amphetamines and phencyclidine, among other drugs, under the
regulation.
While it is doubtful there is any type of large-scale problem with
drugged school bus drivers taking to the roads, the arrest last week of a
Kentucky school bus driver on charges of trafficking in marijuana shows
there is no safe haven from drugs.
When thousands of the'state's school children are at even the most minimal risk, there is no such thing as being overly cautious.
As a stop-gap measure, the regulation will work. Department leaders,
however, must recognize those who do use drugs will eventually find
ways in which to circumvent the test by determining the metabolic rates
of certain drugs and cleaning the system as much as possible before the
test date.
For that reason, it is important that the regulation not be allowed to
grow stagnant and thereby ineffective.
If ever there was a place where drug testing had the chance to provide
peace of mind, it is behind the wheel of the buses that students, parents
and school leaders rely on each day to safely carry our children to and
from school.

Roy entered the institution on
March 15, 1977, facing a life sentence. Also 39, Teddy is just off
death row, due to a successful
appeal. Roy has earned is G.E.D.
and Teddy has attended the Northwood College Program while incarcerated at Eddyville. Facing a life
sentence for niurder, James is
working on a college degree and
has also worked as a legal aide and
a grievance clerk at the prison.
Responding to questions about
life in prison, Scott confesses to
fears of isolation and dying, but he
is determined not to give up on
life. James explains that time spent
in a cell led him to realize the kind
of person he was, and that he
needed to change, no matter what.
All four men agreed that education can unlock the shackles of
crime, and that drugs, alcohol and
environment have a negative effect
in leading young people to trouble.
Asked for advice on how to deter
young people from crime, Roy
stood up to say his piece to the
group: "The best thing is to show
love and compassion," he said.
"We've gotten away from love.
Parents don't have time to stop and
show a little love and concern."
There is a momentary hush and a
collective sigh. Four prisoners and
50 leaders from the state of Kentucky nod in agreement. For one
moment, we are all in the belly of
the same beast, and there is understanding and hope.
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go to prison eteCT
SeNgon
Just last week the Senate unanimously accepted an amendment of
gATES
mine to the 1991 crime bill. It signals: 'If you're going to do the

The Richmond Register:
Boys and girls of all ages, especially those with juvenile minds housed
in adult bodies, beware.
What might seem like a harmless toy might land you in jail.
The latest news out of Louisville, land of hog lovers and exhumed presidents, is that a couple of adult print shop employees are going to court to
answer wanton endangerment charges stemming from a water pistol
shootout that brought more than a dozen officers to the scene.
The two men, ages 21 and 28, were passing time on the night shift
when a couple of passersby looking through the window reported what
they thought to be a robbery or hostage situation in progress. After all,
from a distance, the toy weapons look like MAC-10 machine guns. Which
brings up another point: the toys should be produced in some universal
color that would make them more recognizable.
Certainly you couldn't fault the police for checking out such a repori
What has surprised and angered some people is that even once they saw
what was going on, they decided to press charges anyway.
Good.
The charges will likely be dismissed, and they should be. But not
before these two "men" are made to see the gravity of their actions. A
day wasted in court and the embarrassment of standing before a judge
should do the trick.
Anytime police officers have to be called to a situation that's potentially dangerous, it can put innocent people in harm's way, not to mention tic
up officers' valuable time.
So-called adults should know better.
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Hoods in the 'Hood
News item: "The opening of the
movie 'Boyz N the Hood' was
accompanied in a dozen cities by
gunfire and violence that left one
man dead and more than 20
wounded."
This is supposed to be a "message" film, one that shows the evils
of drugs and violence and aims to
persuade the viewers to choose
another way of life. Instead, it is a
film that some believe gives those
who view it permission to emulate
what they see on the screen.
"Boyz N the Hood" follows
"New Jack City" and precedes a
slew of coming attractions that portray African-Americans in a stereotype that is more dangerous than
the Amos 'n' Andy stereotype of a
generation or two ago.
Before, The Kingfish plotted to
swindle Andy Brown out of his
money. Today, black exploitation
films, with their emphasis on sex,
profanity, drugs and violence, are
adding fuel to the social fire that
have consumed so many black lives
on our streets.
Instead of turning young blacks
off to violence and premarital sex,
these films seem to be serving as
commercials for a way of life.
Instead of seeing the criminals portrayed on film as evil, many perceive them as heroes and identify
with their dress, attitude, language
and behavior.
Some blacks are angry about
these films. Rev. Joe Dallas, pastor
of a church in Milwaukee, grew up
in that city's ghetto. He tells me he
is outraged by "the white liberal
media telling me, a 38-year-old
man, who my leaders are." Dallas
says he recently saw Luther Camp-

•

•

_

CALS TI IOUGI ITS

Cal Thomas

Syndicated columnist

Bryant of the University of Alabama, whose book "Pornography
Research Advances and Policy
Considerations- explores the connection between films and adolescent behavior, 72 percent of junior
high school boys and 44 percent of
junior high school girls contacted
in a telephone survey reported a
desire to imitate what they had
seen in sexually oriented R-rated
movies. Filmmakers who claim
there is no connection between
.their work and violent or sexual
activity are wrong.
It would be nice to see a -film in
which a young black male eschews
drugs, crime and premarital sex
and devotes himself to his studies.
Clarence Thomas, the President's
nominee to the Supreme Court, is
such a man, but don't look for any
films about his life. He's a conservative. and John Singleton told an
interviweer one of the reasons he
made "Boyz N the Hood" was that
he wanted to show "how the Reagan Administration played a large
part in destroying m)
neighborhood."
It seems to me that last week it
was "Boyz N the Hood" that
destroyed several neighborhoods

bell of "2 Live Crew" referred to plishment. The answer can only be
on the Black Entertainment Net- that these young black filmmakers
work as a black leader. "That's like are just as exploitive as their white
calling Axl Rose (of the rock band counterparts. Poor blacks' are still
Guns n' Roses) a leader of the the losers, while successful black
white community," he says.
filmmakers buy new houses ith
Referring to John Singleton, the ocean views.
Earl Ofari Hutchinson, the
23-year-old who wrote and directed
author
of "The Mugging of Black
"Boyz n the Hood," Dallas says,
America,"
agrees that Hollywood
"A 23-year-old kid with a gold
chain and a Raiders hat can't tell -should allow black filmmakers the
me about life. He hasn't lived life license to make films that explore
yet. He certainly hasn't lived my the "full range of the black experience. This, of course, means the
life."
These so-called "black films" are right to make wholesome films
dangerous not only because of the about the black families that stay
messages about violence and sex- together, and achieve in business,
ual promiscuity they send to young professions and the trades. These
blacks, but because they also teach individuals are the true heroes who
a generation of whites a stereotype inspire and motivate their young
of what it means to be black. If black offspring to 'do the right
young whites, who may have a few thing."
According to Dr. Jennings
black friends, see blacks through
the distortions depicted in these
films, how will they as adults come
to regard blacks.?
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
Why don't white-dominated film
express
their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
studios and black writers and directhe
editor.
We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
tors do some films about black
with the following guidelines: all letters must be. signed by the writer,
achievements and black achievers?
with the writer's address and telephone nuMber included in ease verifiWhy does Spike Lee prefer to do a
cation
is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Thr
film about Malcolm X, a man of
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
violence, and not a film about Marletter.
•
tin Luther King Jr. or Booker T.
Letters
should
be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray LedWashington or George Washington
ger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
Carver, men of peace and accom-

Just drop us a line...

••••••••••.••••••T
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
JO'S DATEBOOK
Tuesday, July 23
Memorial Baptist Church Bible
Sc hoo1/6:30 p.m.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Salem Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
,

Hicks Cemetery, located off Highway 121 South, New Concord Road,
near Cherry Corner, will have its annual meeting on Saturday, July 27.
This will be from 8 a.m. to 12 noon. Persons unable to attend may mail
their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Hal Winchester, Rt. 2,
Box 164A, Hazel, Ky. 42049 or Clifford Farris, Rt. 4, Murray, Ky. 42071.

First United Methodist Church
Bible School/6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Singles' meeting Tuesday

AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Judy Overbey, Color Analysis expert, will be guest speaker at a meeting
of the Singles Organizational Society tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.

Tennis play Thursday

Summer Youth Series for area at
Benton Church of Christ,
Benton/7:30 p.m.

Thursday Ladies Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, July 25, at 8:30 a.m. The line-up is as follows: Court I — Rainey Apperson, Georgianna Moffitt, Lois Keller and Cyndi Cohoon; Court II — Martha
Lawrence, Cheryl Gressler, Martha Andrus and Nancy Whitmer; Court III —
Norma Frank, Frances Hulse, Marion Posey and Kay Mack

Bingo games/7 p.m./Knights of
Columbus Building, Squire Hale
Road.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly)/7 p.m./Southside Manor
Recreational Room. Info/759-9964.
Wednesday, July 24
Veterans Assistance Officer scheduled at National Guard Armory,
Murray/9-11 a.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Retirees will meet July 30
Members of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club entertained the contestants for the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Contest with a luncheon and pool party at Holiday Inn,
Murray, on Monday, July 22, at noon. The contest, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club in cooperation
with Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, will be Monday. July 29, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Zeta members, from left, are Christine Batts, Ruth Caldwell, Lula Belle Hodges, Neva
Grey Allbritten, Delma Trotter. Charlotte Barker, Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Vivian Hale and Dew Drop
Rowlett.

Residential Yard o Month named

Parkinson's group Friday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, July 26, at 1:30 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist,
or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Basketmaking
Workshop/10 a.m.-4 p.m. and Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Lodge plans benefit fish fry

Memorial Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will host a fish dinner
on Saturday, Aug. 24, in the basement area of the lodge building on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, at Highway 1660, Johnny Robertson Road.
The proceeds will go to assist the scholarship fund for two local students.
Serving will be from 5 to 8 p.m. with a donation of $6 each requested. The
public is invited to attend, a lodge spokesman said.

Salem Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Bible School/6 p.m.

Piano Camp scheduled

Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Coldwater Church
of Christ/9-11 a.m.

The first Piano Camp, sponsored by Murray Music Teachers Association,
will take place on Saturday, Aug. 3. This one-day piano experience is for
students, third to fifth grade and sixth to eighth grade, who are currently
taking piano lessons. To be held in Price Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University, a day of fun and music activities is planned. The day will
begin at 8:45 a.m, and end at 4 p.m. The fee is $20 which includes all costs
including a t-shirt to wear during the camp. For information, call Ellie Brown,
759-1389, or Joyce Herndon, 753-2532.

Murray Country Club Ladies
Golf/9 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.

LindaWeddings
's

Festival applications needed
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the Residential Yard of the Month for
June. It is at the home of Don and Shelia Henry of 409 North 10th St., Murray. The special flower beds in
front or the house and the large tree give a lovely appearance to the yard, a Garden Department member
said. The Residential Yard of the Month is selected almost every month to give credit to the residents for
their care of the yard.

McNeely named at PCC

&'Things

Now Taking on Consignment
First Quality Formal Wear
Prom • Pageant
Wedding Attire
641 S. at Puryear
901-247-5665
Open Tues.-Sat. 10-

Senior Job Club on Friday
The Senior Job Club for Calloway County will meet Friday, July 26, at
1:30 p.m. at George Weaks Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar
Streets, Murray. This is open to all interested seniors. For information call
753-0929.

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

(Cont'd on page 5)

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
meet the last Tuesday of the month. July 30, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade
This special get-together is planned on the last Tuesday night in the month
For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.

24-Hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Linda Z. McNeely of Murray
was named to the Dean's List for
the Spring 1991 semester at Paducah Community College, Paducah.
Dr. Jerry Hinton, Dean of Student Services, announced the list
for PCC as part of the University

of Kentucky's Community College
System.
PCC recognizes academic excellence by naming to the Dean's List
full time (12 semester hours) students who have earned an overall
semester grade-point average of 3.5
or better.

ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, July 24th

JCPenney
To

Moore has three spaces
Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Program Inc., has a trip planned for Oct. 18, 19 and 20 to Gatlin burg, Tenn. The group will be staying in the downtown area of the city. She
said she has spaces for three more persons. For more information call Mrs
Moore at 753-8274.

Kara DeAnne Schroader born
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Schroader of Rt. 4, Box 470, Benton, are the
parents
of a daughter, Kara DeAnne, weighing six pounds 13 ounces, measuring
20
inches, born on Wednesday, July 3, at 7:43 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Hospital. The mother is the former Marsha Donahue. They have County
another
daughter, Heather Gayle. Grandparents are J.D. and Shirley Schroader,
Almo, Chareles and Della Donahue, Mt. Sterling, and Ouenton and Bonnie
Hayes, Clearfield. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Edna Donahue of Farmers
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Shelby Louise Richard born
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rudolph Richard of 1604 Catalina Ct., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Shelby Louise, weighing six pounds, measuring
183/4 inches, born on Thursday, July 18, at 2:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Lagena Jo James. Two other
daughters are Rachael McKinney, 10, and Haley Nicole Richard, 22 months.
Grandparents are Hafford G. James and Virginia Louise James, Murray, and
George and Lucille Richard, Fancy Farm.

OFF
lust Present
Coupon

Chelsea Nicole Bradshaw born

You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price!
One item only.
(Does not include gift certificates, catalog, styling salon, gift wrap. fragrances, or sale or clearance items May not be
redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, OF in combination with any other JCPenney coupon.)
visA

Valid Wednesday, July 24th Only

Applications are now being accepted for the 16th Annual Labor Day Arts
and Crafts Festival sponsored by Kentucky's Western Waterland at the Fenton Activities Area in the Land Between the Lakes. The three-day festival
will begin Saturday, Aug. 31, and continue Sunday, Sept. 1, and end on
Monday, Sept. 2. Hours will be 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day. Free musical
entertainment provided by local bands will again highlight the holiday
weekend festival. Exhibitors may reserve booth space for a $75 fee which
covers all three days. Concessionaires may reserve space for a $100 a day
fee. Booth spaces will be assigned prior to the festival according to when
applications are received. Exhibitors may also reserve overnight camping
sites. Festival-goers will be charged a $2 parking fee. For more information
about the festival contact: Kentucky's Western Waterland, Rt. 1, Box 28-A,
Grand Rivers, Ky. 42045 or call 1-502-928-4411.
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Mr. and Mrs. Tim Bradshaw are the parents of a daughter, Chelsea
Nicole, weighing eight pounds two ounces, measuring 211/2 inches, born on
Tuesday, July 16, at 9:34 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Marisa Nance. Grandparents are Sammy and Shellie
Bradshaw and Jim and Linda Shropshire, all of Murray, and Gary and Jo
Alice Nance of Tennessee. Great-grandparents are Joe and Kathleen Smith,
Warren and Ginny Shropshire, the late William and Mary Majors, Lone and
Signa Foy, William Kimbell Bradshaw, Ruby Byrum and Paschall Nance.
Great-great-grandparents are Edley and Bert Nancy and Maybelle Langdon,
all of Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
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Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.. 10-8
Thurs. .1 Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Caleb Elisha-Holt Barber born
Randy and Judy Barber of Murray are the parents of a son, Caleb ElishaHolt Barber, weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, measuring 193/4 inches,
born on Sunday, July 14, at 12:04 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The mother, the former Judith Holt, is employed by Calloway County
Board of Education. The father is employed at Fisher Price, Inc. Another
daughter is Rachel Nicole. Grandparents are Mrs. Murriel Holt of Owensboro and Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Barber of Madisonville
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Daii cam )for 4-6 tv-oup held

Bloodworth
receives award

First Baptist Church Annual Day Camp for 4-5-6-year-old children was held June 17-21
at the church and
Murray-Calloway County Park. Following playtime, Bible Story Time was led by G.T. Moody,
R.P. Hodge
and Dr. Greg Earwood; music was led by Rick and Tammy Melson, Linda Stalls and Dr.
Ray P. Moore;
nature was led by Dr. Steve White. Games and swimming concluded the day's activitie
s. A campout was
held in the church fellowship hall. Joetta Kelly, minister of children and activities at
the church, directed
the camps. She was assisted by Tina Cooper, Benji Kelly, Traci Walker, Jennifer Wright,
Jeremy Settle,
Leigh Ann Carter, Kellie "Williams, Kimberly Stalls and Jamie Wacker. "American Heritage
" was the
camp theme and workbooks with activities about the heritage were also used. Pictured in this
group are
Stephen Parker, Angela Earwood, Rachel Oakley, Stephanie Finch, Jonathan Hodge, Taylor
Narewski,
John Eric Martinez, Shelley Martinez, Lucy Gardner, Jonathan Chapman, Ashleigh Apple,
Brian Tolley,
Jordan Steiner, Kathryn Stalls, Mallory Allgood, Betsy Inman, Jeremy Hodge, Heidi van Amering
en, Carley Faughn, Jamie Stinett, Jason Wattier, Ryan Sears, Allison Sears, Emily Seay and Andrew
Parker.

Local students participate in program
Students from about 100 high
schools across Kentucky participated in the High School Mark of
Excellence competition at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green.
The competition was sponsored
by Western's chapter of the Society
of Professional Journalists and
includes the categories of writing,
photograph, advertising and
yearbook.
Entries were judged by student
members of SPJ with faculty assis-

tance, according to Jim Highland, a
journalism faculty member and SPJ
adviser.
Award winners were presented
with a certificate during a visit to
Western's campus.
Local students named as winners
were as follows:
Michelle Harlin, second, Most
Valuable Staff Member, Calloway
County High School;
Susan Lax, second, Best Feature
Writer, Calloway County High
School;

Dale McCallon, first, Best Sports
Writer, Calloway County High
School;
Christy Lambert, second, Best
•Edi4orial Cartoon Drawing, Calloway County High School.

at the University of Louisville.
Both Bodnar and Hammons are
getting advanced college-prep
instruction in mathematics, chemistry, study skills improvement and
problem solving. They also are
attending classes to improve reading and writing skills.
Bodnar is the daughter of Maria
Bodnar, and Hammons is the
daughter of Deborah and Denny
Hammons.
A PEP Program workshop is also
being conducted this summer at the
University of Kentucky.

Jones in a >cant

Everett Bloodworth, MT(AMT),
Benton, received the Exceptional
Merit Award from Medical Technologists, a Park Ridge, Ill., based
national certification organization
for medical laboratory and other
allied health professionals.
The award was given in recognition of Bloodworth's professional
accomplishments and service to
AMT. Presentation was made during AMT's 53rd national convention held in Denver, Colo.
Bloodworth has been Lab
Manager/Chief Technologist at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton,
since 1982, previously holding- the
position of staff technologist when
he began his employment at the
hospital in 1971.
Prior to that time, he worked in
hospital and clinic laboratories in
Paducah and Murray.
Bloodworth is a graduate of
Mid -State Medical Academy,
Nashville, Tenn.; and earned a B.S.
degree in biology from Murray
State University. He also did biological research while serving in
the Army.
Certified as a medical laboratory
technician, he advanced to medical
technologist level in 1981. He has
served the AMT Kentucky State
Society as president, 1980-present;
and treasurer, 1985-88. He was
named Kentucky Tech of the Year
in 1987 and received the national
Jamie Brooke Jones, daughter of Pat and Karla .bones of Rt. 1, Box
AMT Distinguished Achievement
395, Benton, near Hardin, was crowned queen of the 4 to 5-year
Award in 1988.
old
division of the recent Freedom Fest Pageant held in Murray. She also
Bloodworth is a member of the
won for Best Personality in the age group and was also crowned
Kentucky Association of Blood
•
Overall Most Beautiful.
Banks, the Clinical Laboratory
Managers Associations, and the
South Central Microbiology Association. Active in civic affairs, he
is a member of the Jaycees and was
president of the Benton Chapter in
.Dr. Sam Parker will be the guest
Nearly three million people of
1990. He is also involved in fundspeaker
at a meeting of the new
all ages and occupations have partiraising events for thed Marshall
Toastmasters group in Murray to cipated in the Toastmasters progHospital Foundation.
be Thursday, July 25, at 7:30 p.m. ram. Toastmasters International
at Murray-Calloway County Cham- now has more than 150,000 member of Commerce building.
bers in 50 countries. Members, 18
Parker, a speech and communi- years of age_or older, include
auto
cation professor at Murray State mechanics, doctors, executiv
es.
University, will be sharing infor- teachers, homemakers, artists,
colmation about "Researching and lege students. Secretaries,
superviDeveloping Your Speech"_. and - sors, attorneys, engineers and
sales
"Introductions."
people.
John Mechler will be the toast"Some people compare it to the
master for the evening.
Dale Carnegie course, but at a
Toastmasters International is a
much more affordable price," says
non-profit educational organization Toastmasters President
Pamela
which helps men and women deve- Dawes.
lop skills in communication and
For more information call Pameleadership. Toastmasters is a way
la at 753-7638.
to gain valuable skills that can benefit a person in his or her career.
This group can also be an asset to
business entities by training
employees in he power to
communicate.
Royce Henry Dukes, Murray,
Tpastmasters is a club designed
to show members how to express earned scholastic honors at Midtheir thoughts, ideas, and opinions Continent Baptist Bible College,
and develop their leadership poten- Mayfield.
He was recognized academically
tial through an enjoyable — yet
professional-educational program. and placed on the Dean's List for
The cost of membership is nomi- the spring semester, according to a
release from the college.
nal. The Meeting is free.

Toastmasters will meet

Royce Henry Dukes
named for honors
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Wednesday, July 24
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies Golf/9
a.m. and bridge/9:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's.
First Baptist Church events
include Youth Summer Supper/6
p.m.; Library open/6:30 p.m., Pray er meeting/6:45 p.m.

Wednesday, July 24
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth and Adult Bible Studies/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting/8
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer Service/7 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Kaye Warner of Murray was recently appointed to the Kentucky
Standards Committee by Commissioner Thomas Boysen. This team of
six educators will represent Kentucky in the New Standards Project
at a mathematics and English/language arts workshop in Aspen,
Colo., July 29-Aug. 4. The project is a joint program of the National
Center in Education and the Economy and the Learning Research
and Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh. Representative educators and policy-makers from 15 states will provide guidance
and assistance in the development of new and higher standards for
student academic performance. The first two subject areas to be considered are literacy and mathematics with Warner a member of the
literacy Team. Warner, a teacher in the Murray School System, has
taught English and language arts at all levels and has been codirector of the school system's writing project.

l

Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Brotherhood, Baptist
Women, Actecns, RAs, GAs and
Mission Friends/7 p.m., followed
by refreshment time.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Administrant Board/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include mission organizations/7
p.m.

Roffler's Haircare

aeAtiTu—

It's easy to select the perfect wedding or shower
gift wizen the bride has picked it out herself! Give a
gift you know they'll love.
COUPLES CURRENTLY REGISTERED
Huong Dinh & Sean Kelly
Karin Fandrich & Dean Shoemaker
Virginia (Ginny) Perry & Stacy Shawn Harper
Ashley Hall & David Dill
Kim Wilham & Harry Weatherly
Tina Quire & Doug Tutt
Melissa Maddox & Conrad Parker

Best Wishes from...

would like to announce that

Robert Baxter

74.56x4tea4e

is joining the staff.
Styles & Perms
Walk-ins or Appointments
Tuesday-Saturday 8-5
1916 Coldwater Rd., Murray
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Warner is a'pointed

Bodnar, Hammons attending
special program at Louisville
Two area students are two of
approximately 90 outstanding Kentucky graduates selected from over
160 applicants who are participating this summer in a state program.
The program is designed to
assist students from areas with too
few doctors or dentists in their pursuit of a career in medicine or
dentistry.
Teresa Isabelle Bodnar of Cadiz
and Andrea Faith Hammons of
Eddyville are attending _the fiveweek Professional Educational Preparation (PEP) Program workshop
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Owner lanet Farmer

753-8909

Manager Greta

Hwy. 121 By-Pass
753-4541

Gargus

Home •
_ Ago
Business

Life
Health
Annuities

A tradition In service
since 1981

----(502)
I 753-0632 I
Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Thurman's
Music Center
Baldwin Piano's
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SPORTS
The Five Final).•ists
Scott Edgar(Wed.& Thurs.)
,Long-time assistant coach at Arkansas under Nolan
Richardson. Finalistsfor Tulsa position earlier this year.
Pennsylvania native is youngestfinalist (age 35).

Five candidates anxious to pee
if they fit MSU basketball mold
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

•A,

Mark Bernsen (Thurs. & Fri.)
Assistant coach at Southwest Missouri. Spentfour years as
MSU assistant, recruited Paul King and Chris Ogden
among others to Murray. Head coach at Jefferson College
in Hillsboro, Mo. St. Louis native.

Russ Bergman (Fri. & Sat.)
Head coach at Coastal Carolina. Has built Chanticleer
programfrom NA1A to Division I. Native of Raymond, /IL.
gratuatedfrom LSU where he was backcourt mate ofPete
Maravich.

Tom Abatemarco (Sat. & Sun.)
0

Assistant coach at Colorado. Former head coach at Drake
and Lamar. Assistant coach under Jim Valvano at N.C.
State, at St. John's under Lou Carnesseca, and at Maryland under Lefty DrieselL

Andy ilusso (Sun. & Mon.)
Spent last two years coaching pro ball in Italy. Former
coach at Washington and Louisana Tech. Coached Karl
Malone at LaTech. led Bulldogs to 29-3 mark in 1985. Did
graduate assistant work under Don Haskins at UTEP.

The five men who have a chance
to succeed Steve Newton have the
credentials to become the next
Murray State basketball coach. It's
just a matter of finding the right
one to fit the program.
"We know enough about these
guys to know they can coach,"
MSU athletic director Michael D.
Strickland said. "We're just now
trying to find the right fit for the
university and the basketball
program."
The five finalists have different
strengths and weakness, but they
have many similarities. All are
bright young coaches who favor an
up-tempo game that survived a
tough field of candidates.
"It was very difficult to get
down to five," Strickland said. "We
left some very good people on the
board. We feel like we have a
pretty good variety of coaches, and
we feel good about those who are
coming to campus to talk.to us."
The five finalists will face a
grueling two-day schedule. In addition to meeting with university
officials, they will all have meet-

Pay day
Grogan wins KGA-PGA Junior Amateur title
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

The work paid off for Adam
Grogan on Saturday.
Grogan, who will be a sophomore at Murray High School this
fall, won the KGA-PGA Junior
Amateur 14-15 ageAroup title on
Saturday by bestingleremy Langly
in a sudden-death playoff.
Grogan rallied to win the threeday event at Elizabethtown's Pine
Valley Golf Club, after being down
eight strokes after the first day of
play.
"He got in trouble, and I just
played safe," Grogan said of the
playoff. "I made par and won."
It was his second KGA-PGA
Junior win. He won the 13-year-old
age group two summers ago at
Miller Memorial.
Grogan struggled the first day
out, but on the second day of the
tournament, he had the low round
and rallied to be just two strokes
off the pace.
"I was kind of nervous and it's a
pretty tough course," Grogan said.
"They play a Ben Hogan Tour
event there. Nobody was playing

a
e

,;7"...

Adam Grogan of Murray (left) is congratulated by Drew Conliffe of
the KGA after winning the KGA-PGA Junior age 13-15 title on
Saturday.
well on the second day, and I had
He works at the Murray Country
the low round."
Club, and when he's not working,
The KGA-PGA win was just one
he's on the putting green or workof a very productive summer for ing on chipping. He estimates he
the Murray golfer, who hopes to takes between 300 and 400 swings
make it to the state high school a day.
golf tournament his fall.
Friends Todd Thomas and Craig
Schwettman have helped his game
as has Stan Jones, who won the
State Amateur title earlier this
summer.
Grogan finished in the top three
at the State Insurance Junior tournament, won the Black Patch
Juniors, won the West Kentucky
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Juniors, and finished sixth in the
Pros of Tomorrow Tournament in
'Your more than one company agency."
Tupelo, Miss.
His next goal is the state high
901 Sycamore
753-8355
David King
school tournament, and he would
like to go to the USGA Junior
St LOWS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
49 43
533 8
Amateur next summer. He was the
Chicago
East Chemical
44
48
478 13
1.43ntrea
W
I. Pct. GB
41
51
446 16
first
alternate this summer.
Phladolphia
Toronic
.501
38
55
40
52
435

SCOREBOARD

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Donde
New VOlt
Boston
Milwaukee
Batanom
Coveland

47
44
45
41
37
31
West Division

44
41
47
51
54
59

L

W
VI nneso,a
Texas
Chicago
Oakland
Caftans
Seattle
Kansas City

55
48
49
49
47
46
43

38
41
42
AA
44
45
48

516
500
496

448

Six

134
407 17
344

n-4

Pct. GB
591
539
538
527
516
516
473

—
5
5
6
7
7
11

kloaday's Games
Chicago 5 Milwaukee 4
Taxa. 2. Boston 1
Only games scheduled
Seattle at Now Volt. 630 p111
Caktoma at Baltimore 635 pm

34
311

51

48
45
44
40
37

San Diego
San F tanasco
Houston

40
42
45
49
51
55

lienday'a Gemini

Atlanta 7 Pittsburgh 3
St Louis 9, Houston 1
Only gamata scheduled

Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at P1114burgh. 6 35 p m
Cincinnati at Chicago. 705 pm
Nouston at St Lcuis 7 35 p m
Montreal at San Diego. 905 pm
ohosanonia at Los Angelis. 935

m
m

He hopes to turn pro and design
golf courses someday.
"I want to study architecture and
design course and go out on the
tour." Grogan said.
In addition to Grogan, Todd
Thomas, Ryan Pickens, Jeremiah
Rayburn, Jacob Rayburn and Ryan
Haverstock all competed in the
presitigous KGA-PGA event.

10-6). 129 p m
Atlanta (Glavin' 13-41

3-3).

6 30 p m
California (Emig, 13-4) at Baltimore (Milady 5-4).
635 pm
Oakland (Show 0-2) at Ciovoland tSivindraii 6-7),
635 pm
IA,,,,asots {wow 1 1) at Distrat iGulickson 1 3-51.
6 35 p.m
Toronto (Woes
at Chicago (16cDcwol) 12-4)
735 pm
IAkvaukee (August 7-5) at Kansas City (Saborhagen 7-4). 735 pm
Boston OWsksith 3 11 a Teias (Boyd 0-01 735
m
Thursday's Games
Soak' at Now York. noon
Toronto at Chicago 1206 p
California at asthma' 635 0 m
Oakland at Cleveland 635 pm
tannest:4a at Detroit 6 35 p m
lAkirauluk• at Kansas City 7 35 p rn
Only garrote scheduled

56
53

Los Angeles

Atlanta
Cincinnati

Pct.
GB
560
533
500 5-4
473 8
440 11
402 14V,

Cinonnes (Browning 10-7) at Chicago (Btolecki

Oakland at Clevoiand 635 pm.
lAnnesota at Detroit. 635 pm
Toronto at Chicago 705 p.m.
Whiraulare at Kansas City. 735 pm
Boston at Texas '35 pm
Wednesday• Games
Seattle (Hanson 5-4) at Now Volk (Johnson

Pittsburgh
Now York

West Division

Now York at San Franasco. 9 15
Walowsday's Games

Tuesdayi Games

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L

17

7

Pct
622
562

GB
3,

at Pinstkirgh (Smith 11-6)
6 35 p m
Houston (Narmsch 6-7) at St Louie 0411 8-4 735
m
Montreal (Barnes 1-3) at San Diego tRaaniustion
3-61. 905 pm
Nov Yoh (Cons 9-6) at San Francisco (Robinson
5-7), 906 pm
Phillifitnallia (Osamu& 6-4) at Los Angelis (Botcher 74) 935 pm.

C.a.:Irina

Thutsdey's Gamee
Chicago_ 1 20 p

at
Nara Volt at San Francisco 235 pm
Montreal at San Diego. 3 05 l)

STAY'S
The Cairtorhe Angell have gone to a tour-man
rotakon — Chuck Finiey. Marti Langston Knit McCann!' and Am 406oe — •nc• the All-Star break This
Ang•le trod SCOtt Lies. Fernando Vailinzuota and
Jos Graft as Mer MTh starter Stay cOmbned !Or
a
1-8 record
STREAKS
Ills Chicago Whits Sol have drawn mos than
40,000 fans tor Ms nrsight games, a franchise)
record

SWINGS
The Boston Red SC" have scored more than tow
IUM1 Only once vn 12 games snag the All•Star break
In the seven games before the break May eared
more than 'OW ,URS a. /Imes

SILLIGGEIW
Dom Hollins is booing 500 with tivin no.,• now
and 13 RBIs tor Phi...Winks since as All-Sur
brook

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

SLILIVA.NS
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER

753-8355

Par 3 Golf Course.. 3.00
Golf Carts
3.00
Lighted Driving
Range
2.00
Miniature Golf
1.75
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
50c
Lessons By Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152
MURRAY, KY

qt.

ings with the Racer Club, community leaders at a Chamber of Commerce function, and with the media
during their stay.
Scott Edgar, an assistant coach
at Arkansas, will begin the interviews on Wednesday. Mark Bernsen, an assistant at Southwest Missouri and former MSU assistant,
visits on Thursday, while Russ
Bergman, head coach at Coastal
Carolina, arrives Friday. Tom
Abatemarco, an assistant at Colorado and former head coach at
Drake and Lamar, arrives on Saturday and Andy Russo, former head
coach at Washington and Louisiana
Tech arrives on Sunday.
The three candidates that were
available for comment are looking
forward to the trip.
"Murray State has always had a
great program," Russo, who has
coached pro basketball in Italy the
last two seasons, said. "I started
following them when Ron Greene
left Mississippi State to go to Murray. It interested me why a guy
would leave the SEC for Murray.
The main thing for us is that we
have a -new baby boy, and even
though we've enjoyed our time
overseas, we're thinking for three
now. Murray State was a real logical choice for us."
Mark Bemsen knows all about
Murray, but will find out more
when he arrives later this week.
"I'm elated and honored at this,"
Bunsen said. "I've wanted this job
for a long time, and I feel like my
coaching journey has prepared me
for it. I'm looking forward to seeing some good friends and meeting
some new ones."
Abatemarco, who was dismissed
at Drake after two seasons, is eager
to have another shot at being a
head coach.
"I'm looking forward to meeting
everybody," Abatemarco said. "It's
definitely a job where you have a
shot at going to the NCAA Tournament every year. What Ron Greene
and Steve Newton have done there
is amazing."
Attempts to reach Edgar and
Bergman were unsuccessful.
The 35-year-old Edgar is a graduate of Pittsburgh-Johnstown. He
has spent 11 years as an assistant
coach under Nolan Richardson at
Tulsa and Arkansas. The Razorbacks have won 64 games in the
last two year, and went to the Final
Four in 1990.
Bernsen. 41, is a graduate of
Missouri-St. Louis and a native of
St. Louis. He has spent the last two

seasons as an assistant coach at
Southwest Missouri State under
Charlie Spoonhour. He spent four
years on Newton's staff at Murray
State, the last two as associate head
coach. He also was head basketball
coach at Jefferson College in Hillsboro, Mo.
Bergman has spent the last 16
years building Coastal Carolina
from a NAIA school to Division I.
The Chanticleers pushed Indiana to
wire in the NCAA Tournament this
season. Bergman has a 257-206
record at Coastal, including a 24-8
mark in 1990-91 as Coastal won
the Big South regular-season and
tournament titles.
Abatemarco, 41, joined Colorado's staff after he left Drake after
allegations of NCAA violations.
His choice as a finalist was a surprise, but Murray State officials
said that all the candidates were
checked out extensively in background checks and cleared by the
NCAA.
Abatemarco spent two years at
Lamar and at Drake after spending
six years at North Carolina State.
including State's NCAA title in
1983.
Russo coached in the Italian pro
league the last two seasons after a
four-year stay at Washington ended
in 1989 with his dismissal. In 10
years in Washington and at Louisiana Tech, the Illinois native compiled a 183-104 mark. His teams at
Louisiana Tech were 55-10 in his
last two easons, including a trip to
the Sweet 16 in 1985 when the
Bulldogs went 29-3 and knocked
off Pitt and Ohio State before losing a two-point heartbreaker to
Oklahoma.
Strickland said he had discussed
salaries with all the candidates, and
all of them had agreed with "ballpark figures."
Newton left big shoes to fill
when he departed for South Carolina on July 10. His Racers made
three NCAA Tournament appearances and won four straight OVC
championships.
All the candidates have experience coaching in the NCAA Tournament, which was a qualification
for the post.
"We seriously felt we had to
have a coach with Division I experience and who had coached in the
NCAA Tournament," Strickland
said. "We like all these guys. We
have high goals here and we feel
like all five of these guys could
keep us at the highest level in the
OVC and take us to the next level."

Actions& Reactions
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
The Murray-Kentucky League 10 year-old
All Stars started out the Mayfield Tournament with a 42-15 win over the host Mayfield team. Chris Baurer and Markise
Foster combined for the win. Shane
Andrus led all players with four hits (two
doubles and two singles), Chris Baurer,
three singles, O'Shea Hudspeth had four
hits (one double, three singles), Micah
Cathey, one double, Markise Foster, one
double, one single, Jeremy Smith, two
singles, Joey McKeel two base hits,
Adam Ragsdale, three singles, Jeremy
Workman, two singles, Corey Sykes and
T.J. Fike both had base hits to finish out
the 12-man roster. Murray goes back to
Mayfield on Wednesday night at 8 p.m. to
play the Marshall Co. All Star team.
•Murray defeated Salem. III 12-10 in
nine-year-old play. Ryan Gelb had a
single, Lucas Miller tripled, Adam Scott,
one double. Jeremy Webber, one single
and Matt Darnell had a single Murray
plays Marshall County tonight

LITTLE LEAGUE
Murray's B-team Little League All-Stars
defeated Calvert City 4-3 after Jason Gilliam stole home plate The winning pitcher was Ryan Domesik Shane Fox had
two singles. Jeff Nix, one double, J E
Yezerski, one double, one triple, Shawn
Gordon, one double, Mitch Ryan, two singles, Jason Gilliam, two singles, Ryan
Pickens, one single and Roger Houk, two
doubles. Murray plays the Marshall
County 'A" team tonight.

CCHS FOOTBALL
Fall football practice at Calloway
County High School will begin on Monday, July 29, Laker head coach Tony
Franklin has announced An informational meeting will be held at the Laker field
house on Thursday, July 25. at 6 p m for
all players in grades 9-12 Practice will
begin the following Monday at 5 30 p m

BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Patrick Ewing's contract was the subject of seven hours of
testimony in an arbitration hearing that
could determine the future of the New
York Knocks center.
Arbitrator Daniel G. Collins, a New York
University law professor, will weigh the
evidence and Is expected to announce a
decision on Ewing's free agency next
week At issue is whether Ewing was
among the top tour highest-paid players
in the NBA. His 10-year contract, signed
in 1985, stipulates that he can become a
restricted free agent following his sixth
season if he's not among the top lour
hiohest-salaried players on June 1, 1991

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Robin Ventura of the
Chicago White Sox was named American
League player of the week after going
12-tor-25 and Randy Tomlin, who pitched
two shutouts for Pittsbugh, was selected
,National League player of the week
Ventura led the AL with seven runs
scored and tied for the league lead with
three homers He was second with nine
RBIs Tomlin pitched a five-hitter against
Houston and a three-hitter against Cmcmnati He struck out 12, walked five and
a
he
veldo
ragepponents to a 142 batting

UNIVERSITY GAMES
SHEFFIELD, England (AP) — Anne Mar
ie Letko of Rutgers won the 10.000
meters in 32 minutes. 36 87 seconds in
the the World University Games
In basketball, the U S men's and
women's teams advanced to the finals
Guard Hubert Davis of North Carolina
scored 19 points as the men's team
defeated Israel 89-59 to advance to the
title game against Canada The women's
team beat China 79-76 and will face
Spain in the championship game
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Installation and Service

NEW Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)

759-4569

INSIDE
SCOOP
David
RAMEY
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Their work is not finished,
but the Murray State search
committee is to be commended
for the job they did finding
finalists.
The five names released Monday night give Murray State a
good cross-section of candidates
to choose from.
"We have some excellent candidates," MSU professor Nancy
France said. "It wasn't easy."
"I'm looking at it from a
players perspective, and I think
that all these guys are up-tempo
coaches," former Racer player
Derrick Flowers said. "I've been
talking to the players every day,
and these are the kind of the
guys they want to play for."
The list of applicants was so
good that the names that didn't
make it would have made a
nice group of finalists. Don
DeVoe applied but didn't make
it to the final five. Highlyregarded junior college coaches
didn't make it.
The five that did make it
are, for the most part, proven
winners, who give the university
and the community several
choices.
Scott Edgar has shown an
ability to recruit for Nolan
Richardson at Arkansas, but
doesn't have head coaching
experience.
Former Murray State assistant
Mark Bernsen has local ties and
has had recruiting success, but
also doesn't have Division I
head coaching experience.
Russ Bergman has Division I
experience, but he's been at
Coastal Carolina for a long
time. Plus, it has. to be hard to
leave Myrtle Beach.
The final two finalists bring
baggage to town. Tom Abatemarco ran into trouble at Drake,
and would like another shot at
a head coaching position.
"I made a mistake," he
admitted. "I jumped too soon. I
had had some success at Lamar,
and was considered a hot young
coach. At Drake, the situation
was unfortunate."
While Abatemarco isn't under
NCAA fire, questions of improprities at Drake make him a
gamble. Murray State officials
indicate that his background
check was good enough to
enable him to come to Murray
for a closer look.
Russo ran into trouble at
Washington, partly because his
name wasn't Mary Harshman,
who spent 30 years as head
coach of the Huskies.
But Russo did wonders at
Louisiana Tech, where he had
tremendous success in the
NCAA Tournament. He also
enjoyed life in small Ruston,
which he feels is a lot like
Murray.
"I don't think I have anything to prove," Russo said. "I
still have some things I would
like to accomplish at that level.
When I left for Washington,
obviously I felt things would
turn out better than they did.
It's a diffic.ult job up there, but
it was great experience for me."
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The committee is to be complimented for coming up with
such a solid group of choices
so soon after Steve Newton
departed. The members seem to
get along very well, and complimented the Murray State athletic staff for their diligent
work in tracking the coaches
and references down.
The MSU athletic staff, who
has been very quiet to the
media and Racer fans and boosters, complimented the committee for their work in sifting
through the names.
Although there was strong
support for promoting an assistant coach, the professional way
the search has been conducted
has been admirable and has left
Murray State with plenty of
options and plenty of good
choices.
While the search has been
professional, we now move to
the interview process, when the
candidates and their families, go
underneath the Murray
microscope.
And I think all of us are
ready for a closer look.
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Flag lowered

f

Commanding officers salute as U.S. soldiers lower the Stars and Stripes at the allied compound in Zakho,
Iraq. Allied troops ended their three-month occupation of northern Iraq on Monday, but promised to
return if necessary to protect the Kurds from Saddam Hussein's government.

Grand jury expands its look into bond
issues during Collins' administration
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
The state does not select bond
federal grand jury appears to be
underwriters on a bid basis, but
expanding its look into state bond
reviews proposals for marketing
issues during Gov. Martha Layne
the bonds that are submitted from
Collins' administration.
interested firms. The state selects
One sign of the growing interest
underwriters after reviewing those
came when the grand jury on July
proposals.
15 subpoenaed Tanya Gritz, a prinThe federal investigation into the
cipal aSsistant with the state
bond issues and other matters of
Finance Cabinet office that over- the Collins administration began
sees state bond issues, The soon after Collins left office in
Courier-Journal reported today.
December 1987. Among documents
Gritz is directed to appear before
subpoenaed by the jury in 1988
the grand jury on Aug. 7.
were records of Collins InvestGritz, who worked in the same
ments, a company started by Col=
office during the Collins admi- tins' husband, Dr. Bill Collins,
nistration, said Monday she does soon after the Collins administranot know why she was subpoenaed. tion began. That company sold
Another indication came when
investments in partnerships that
federal agents working with the owned thoroughbred horses and
grand jury delivered a subpoena on real estate.
July 2 to the Finance Cabinet seekAlso subpoenaed in 1988 were
ing records relating to seven state records of certain bond issues durbond issues between June 1985 and
ing the first year of the Collins
November 1987.
The agents have not yet picked
up the records, which have been
assembled, said cabinet spokeswoman Jennifer Street.
Louis DeFalaise, U.S. attorney
for the Eastern District of Kentucky, could not be reached for comFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
ment. However, DeFalaise
autopsy
on the remains of slain FBI
repeatedly has cited Justice Department policy in declining to com- informant Susan Daniels Smith is
ment on subpoenas related to ongo- set to resume on July 30, state forensic anthropologist David Wolf
ing matters.
said.
Collins did not return a phone
Wolf began the autopsy in early
call left Monday at her Lexington
June
but had to break it off when
office.
he
learned
that he had colon
The grand jury appears to be
interested in the process of select- cancer. The examination was posting underwriters for the bond poned while he underwent successissues during the Collins ful surgery, and he continues to
have chemotherapy treatments.
administration.
Wolf said there also have been
The firm selected as lead underproblems
coordinating with Dr.
writer for five of the seven bond
Anthony Perzigian, the University
issues mentioned in the July 2 subof Cincinnati expert hired by forpoena was Cranston Securities Co.
mer FBI agent Mark Putnam to
of Columbus. Cranston was a coobserve the autopsy.
manager in one of the other two
Putnam confessed last year that
bond issues.
he strangled the Pike County
Cranston was bought in Septem- woman in June 1989 in a fit of
ber of 1987 by the Cleveland-based rage. He says he lost control when
firm of Prescott, Ball & Turben. Smith threatened to tell his family

administration bond issues
largely underwritten by the New
York firm of Donaldson, Lufkin &
Jenrette Securities Corp.
The Donaldson firm won most of
the state's bond underwriting business early in the Collins administration. But during the last half
of the administration, Cranston got
the largest share of the business.
The Courier-Journal reported in
1986 that members of the Donaldson firm invested S1.2 million in
Collins Investments; the two top
officials of Cranston invested
S450,000 in the company.
The federal investigation seemed
dormant from early 1989 until last
April, when the grand jury subpoenaed general information about all
Collins administration no-bid contracts that dealt with bond issues,
and engineering and architectural
services.

Autopsy on slain FBI informant
set to resume on July 30
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Former Murray State faculty member
named to head new department at WKU

•
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and superiors that she was carrying
his child.
Putnam was allowed to plead
guilty to first-degree manslaughter
in exchange for the confession and
pointing officials to the body. He is
in the second year of a 16-year
prison sentence.
The original autopsy was halted
at the family's request, so there is
no official death certificate. Family
members changed their minds
about an autopsy after filing a
wrongful-death lawsuit against
Putnam.
The body was exhumed May 10
with court permission.
Wolfe said he was only able to
begin cataloging the remains when
he became ill. He said the
documentation will take another
several hours to complete and that
other testing can follow.

29th Anniversary
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BOWLING GREEN — The former dean of the College of Business at Austin Peay State University has been named the new head of
the Department of Management at
Western Kentucky University.
Dr. Rex. F. Galloway, who was
also on the faculty at Murray State
University for more than 17 years,
assumed the new position July 1. It
is the first time the position has
been available, since the Department of Management and Marketing recently became two separate
departments.
"I'm very much impressed by
Western," Galloway said. "I was
very much impressed by the faculty
and administration of the college,
and by the overall administration of
the University. It is a school that I
feel has a significant amount of
potential for growth and
development."
Galloway said he plans to continue the already strong activities
of teaching, research and service in
the Department of Management.
"I am especially interested in
increasing the contacts and in other
ways enhancing the relationship of
the department with the regional
business, industrial and governmental communities," he said. "Of
course it will be important that all
of these activities support the overall goals and objectives of the College of Businets Administration."
He received his bachelor's
degree from Murray State University in 1963, his master's degree

Three soldiers accused
of injecting woman with
nerve gas freed on bond
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Three Fort Campbell, Ky., soldiers
accused of injecting a Nashville
woman with a nerve gas antidote
during a robbery were freed on
bond when she missed a second
court appearance.
Charges of especially aggravated
assault and illegal weapons possession were continued Monday
against Pvts. Eric Sostre and Brian
G. Guffey and Spec. Victor Carrillo. They were freed on $5,000 selfinsured bonds.
The 24-year-old woman did not
appear Monday for the preliminary
hearing.
The three men are accused of
injecting the woman with atropine
from a kit issued to soldiers
deployed during Operation Desert
Storm. The antidote is designed to
deaden nerve endings, thereby
slowing the effects of nerve gas.
The three had been held in the
Metro Nashville Jail since their
arrest July 14 in lieu of $30,000
bond each.
Assistant District Attorney Bob
Strong said the charges were continued under a state law that
requires a suspect have a preliminary hearing within 10 days of the
arrest.
A decision about a trial should
be made in the next three weeks,
he said.
The soldiers' status at Fort
Campbell has not been decided,
said Maj. Mark Tolbert III, Fort
Campell's media relations officer.

from Memphis State University in
1966 and his doctorate from Mississippi State University in 1920. A
native of Murray, Galloway was a
part of the faculty at Murray State
from 1969 to 1986, with his last
position being as director of the
Waterfield Center for Business and
Governmental Research.
From 1986 until recently he was
the dean of the College of Business
at Austin Peay State University.
Galloway said one reason Western appealed to him was that its
College of Business Administration
is accredited by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB).
"AACSB is a very distinguishing
mark for a school of business," he
said. "My desire was to get back
into a school that held AASCB
accreditation. So, it was attractive
to me to come to Western, because
number one, it was accredited and
number two, I had the desire to get
back into the Kentucky system."
Galloway is married to the former Frances Taylor and they have
two children, Andrea, 20, who is a
senior studying pre-medicine at
Memphis State University, and
John, 16, who will be a junior at
Bowling Green High School. He is
the son of Hettie Lee Galloway of
Murray.
While in Clarksville, he was
president of the Clarksville (Sun-

rise) Rotary Club, president of the
Montgomery County-Clarksville
unit of the American Heart Association and on the board of directors,
the executive committee of the
board and steering committee of
Leadership Clarksville.
"Leadership Clarksville is an
organization designated to design
and administer an educational
program to develop leaders in the
community," Galloway said.
While at Murray, he was also
involved in the Leadership Murray
Alumni Association and the Four
Rivers Manufacturing Council for
plant managers of approximately
40 manufacturing and processing
companies in western Kentucky,
western Tennessee and southern
Illinois.
Galloway's plans for the management department include
increasing community visibility.
"It is a good school, and they're
doing some good things," he said.
"We want to continue with that,
but we'll want to expand some
thrigs and be visible in the community. I'm hoping we'll become
more visible as a department, and
I'll hopefully be able to take a lead
in that.
"I saw (the move to Western) as
an opportunity to get back into the
Kentucky system and achieve
growth myself, and by being here I
feel I will grow as well."

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience N(m Otters
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UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Frida
Ship Weekl & Save mono

‘1.1: 9 a.m.- X p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
111%

641

mpic Pla/a

UPS

753-23811

INVEST ONE EVENING IN
YOUR FUTURE ATTEND A
FREE DEMONSTRATION
WHEN: July 30,1991
WHERE: Bank of Murray,
Meeting Room University Branch
North 12th, Murray, Kentucky
TIME: 7:01 PM

DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE®
'Level of Self-confidence
-Group Speaking Ability
•Goal-Oriented Living
-Ability to Express Yourself in Pressure Situation
•Development of a More Positive Attitude
-Ability to Deal With People More Effectively
-Ability to Control Excessive Stress & Tension
-Becoming a More Flexible Person
-Ability to Sell Self. Ideas

Presented by CHARLES D. EUBANK
& ASSOC., INC.
ACCREDITED BY 'THE ACCREDMNG COUNCIL
FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND TRAINING, INC.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 1-800-262-5448

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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KET telecourse registration
underway at Murray State
Registration for KET telecourses
is currently underway at Murray
State U niversity for the fall semester of 1991.
KET telecourses are convenient
for students who have to juggle
their college schedule with other
commitments such as work and
family. The telecourses are fully
accredited college-level courses
which students can watch at home.
A telecourse professor makes
assignments and gives students
tests over the material. Study
guides, textbooks, and other study
components required for the course
can be purchased at college
bookstores.
The list of KET telecourses
offered to Kentucky universities
and colleges include The American
Adventure, a chronicle of the
United States' early history through
1876; the Business File, an introduction to the current business
world; The Civil War, a history of

Arkansas governor to speak
at Kentucky Democratic event
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton will
be the keynote speaker at a gala
statewide event to be held Saturday, July 23 by the Kentucky
Democratic Party.
The dinner-dance at the Farnham
Dudgeon Civic Center in Frankfort
is being held on behalf of the party's slate of candidates for the
November general election.
Leading the ticket are Lt. Gov.
Brereton Jones, the party nominee
for Governor and Pike County
Judge-Executive Paul Patton, the
Democratic candidate for lieutenant
governor.
Other ticket members and the
officers they are seeking are: Chris
Gorman, attorney general; Bob
Babbage, secretary of state; Ben
Chandler, auditor; Frances Jones
Mills, treasurer; Ed Logsdon, agriculture commissioner; and John

the war based on the acclaimed
PBS series; Discovering Psychology, a course in the fundamental
principles and major concepts of
psychology; Marketing, a look at
"real world" marketing problems:
Personal Finance and Money Monagement, a course in individual
buying and budgeting; Race to
Save the Planet, a dynamic study
of current global environmental
conditions; The Sociologi al
Imagination, an examination
social change and its conflic
Voices and Visions, a survey of
America's greatest poets, The
Western Tradition 1, a history of
the early civilizations and their
effects on the modern world; and
The Effective Teacher, a graduate
level education course.
Not all telecourses will be
offered by each college or university. For a list of the KET telecourses Murray State is offering,
call (800) 432-0970.

Secretary announces 1991
state real property tax rate
FRANKFORT — Revenue Secretary C. Emmett Calvert today
announced that the 1991 state real
property tax rate is 18.7 cents per
one hundred dollars of assessed
valuation.
The state rate is revised each
year to limit the increase in
revenue over the previous year to
four percent in compliance with the
law commonly known as House
Bill 44. As property values

Scout trip

increase and new property is
created, the previous year's rate
produces real property tax revenue
exceeding the statutory limit.
Accordingly, the tax rate usually
declines each year. The 1991 values were also increased by the current real property reassessment
program.
The 1990 real property tax rate
was 18.9 cents per one hundred
dollars of assessed valuation.

Gospel Meeting)

July 24-28
7:30 p.m. Wednesday-Sunday
11:00 a.m. Sunday
Speaker Joseph A. Ruiz

Everyone Welcome!

There's No
Remote
Control
with this
Newspaper
73 percent of the primary television sets
in Kentucky have remote control. It makes
switching stations easy. See the commercial.
Watch the commercial disappear.

ZapH
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Members of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Medical Explorer
Post 803 recently visited Western State Hospital in Hopkinsville. Pictured left right, front row are Sargeant-at-arms Nissa Mjos, Suzy
McVey; middle row, Vice President John Faughn, Advisor Kathy
Hodge, Treasurer David Workman, Suelene Chu and DeShawn
Joseph; back row, Todd Barnes. The visit began with a slide show
about the psychiatric facility presented by Betty Nelson, coordinator
of public relations. The presentation as followed by a party held by
the explorers for patients on a chronic psychiatric ward. Students
between the ages of 15 and 21 who are interested in a career in a
medical-related frield should contact Kathy Hodge, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's director of public relations at (502) 762-1381.

Civil case to be recreated
at Calloway County Fair

OFF

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 0

*win*

lane ahead of her. Her Mercedes
slammed into him as he was squatting behind hisVolkswagen, dragging him beneath the Mercedes. A
passing cab driver and the investigating police officer will testify, as
well as Desmond and Peterson.
You be the jury! Fair attendees
are invited to come sit in the jury
box, discuss and decide whose
negligence caused Peterson's
multiple injuries. Jury selection is
on a first-come, first-serve basis, so
be sure to come on time so you can
help make the decision.
Skilled legal professionals and
folks from the Calloway County
area will serve as plaintiffs, defendants, "eye witnesses," and the
accused and will act out all of the
major elements of the exciting
case. A moderator will explain the
proceedings as well as your constitutional rights and will introduce
some principles of the law.
Trial By Jury Coordinator Don
Jones said, "This is a wonderful
way to demonstrate the importance
of the jury trial in our daily lives.
The mock trial and the lively
debate which follows really bring
the judicial system to life."
This mock trial is sponsored by
The Kentucky Academy of Trial
Attorneys, the Kentucky Humanities Council and the Litigation Section of the American Bar Association; it is free and open to the public.

With the flick of a button, your
TV advertising message is gone.
There's no retrieving it.

Former residents of TVA's Land
Between the Lakes (LBL), their
relatives and friends will gather for
the 20th annual Between the Rivers
Homecoming on Sunday, Aug. 11,
at the Fenton Special Events Area
east of Eggner Ferry Bridge on
U.S. Highway 68.
The day of picnicking and
reminiscing brings together families who were required to move
when President John F. Kennedy
authorized the development of LBL
in 1963.
This year's event promises to be
special, Homecoming Committee
Secretary Dolly Gillahan said. All
previous LBL managers have been
invited to attend. An audiovisual
program featuring historical
"between the rivers" photos will be
shown throughout the day. "Several

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call.

Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way. Its there when newspaper readers are
ready. They don't have to run to the refrigerator. But if they do, they can take the
newspaper with them. Ever try that with a TV set?
And newspaper advertising stays around. It's not on for 15 seconds and then gone. It's
there for days. In fact, the same survey showed that up to '88 percent of Kentucky
newspaper readers keep the newspaper around the house for at least three days.

The state Department of Travel
Development has disbursed
$889,000 in state funds to help
non-profit tourism organizations
carry out promotional activities.
Through its Matching Funds
Program, the department provided
grants to 110 organizations
throughout the state for fiscal year
tat ended June 30, said Tourism
Secretary Ron Gentry.
Recipients included nine regional tourism organizations that
received grants ranging from
$42,500 to $88,000 to print regional brochures, undertake regional
advertising campaigns and other
promotional activities. The
amounts varied because some regions spent more for regional promotions than did others, noted Travel
Development Commissioner Mimi
Lewis. In all cases, the regional
groups received 80 percent state
funds for their projects.
The Matching Funds Program
supports a variety of promotional
activities that range from media
advertising to attendance at travel
shows to printing brochures. The
program's guidelines were altered

MURRAY
Is A
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

Ross Insurance Agency

So while newspaper readers might go to the refrigerator, your message is there when
they return. And it stays there, working for you.

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Call 753-1916

6th & Main
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Newspaper advertising
it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.

historical photo albums will be displayed and participants are encouraged to bring their photos as well,"
Gillahan said.
Gillahan, a former resident of
the area, said participants should
bring their own food, drink and
lawn chairs. TVA will prepare the
site, furnish tables, restroom facilities and water.
Previous homecomingshave
drawn ibrmer residents from as
many as 16 states, including California, Michigan and Texas. Anyone interested in attending is welcome to come early and stay late,
she said. The homecoming will
take place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information, contact
Dolly Gillahan at (502) 898-2524
or TVA, Land Between the Lakes
at (502) 924-1245.

State disburses funds to aid
non-profit tourism groups

Hello Stranger!

In a recent statewide survey
of 2000 Kentucky households,
'55 percent said they "do something else'
when a commercial comes on TV.
They switch stations,
or they run to the refrigerator.
Or let the dog out, or check the laundry.

'January 1991, Shopper Attitudes In Kentucky, The Preston Group Le+,met.,
v..........Sponsoredby the Kentucky Press Asenciation, Frankfort

He is chairman of the national
Democratic Leadership Council
and past chairman of the National
Governors' Association and the
Education Commission of the
States.
All Kentuckians are welcome to
attend the July 27 event. Tickets
are $100 per couple and may be
ordered by contacting Suzanne
Renaud at 1-800-599-1991.

Former LBL residents to gather
for 20th annual Homecoming

Calloway County attorneys and
judges will recreate the drama of
the court room when the Paul
Peterson v. Doris Desmond civil
case is presented at the Calloway
County Fair. The mock trial will be
staged at 1 p.m. and Lp.m. on
Saturday, Aug. 3, 1991.
Was Doris Desmond guilty of
negligence in the operation of her
vehicle that caused Paul Peterson
to sustain multiple injuries? Or
were Paul Peterson's injuries
caused by his own negligence?
While inserting a cassette into her
car stereo, Desmond failed to see
Peterson and his stalled car in his

Friendship
Church of Christ

Stephenson, superintendent of
public instruction.
All of the candidates plan to
attend the evening celebration as
do numerous other Democrats from
across the state.
Clinton, 44, is in his eleventh
year as Arkansas' governor and is
only the second person in the
state's history to be elected to five
terms.

"Where the pr4ce and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-I'
Discount Pharmacy
Gkindal• at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

753-0489

in recent years to encourage regional promotions by offering 80
percent state funding, compared to
the maximum of 50 percent that a
local promotion can receive. Applications are reviewed by committee
of local tourism and civic leaders,
with their recommendations being
submitted to the Travel Development Department for final
decision-making.
"We believe the Matching Funds
Program has been one of the
department's true success stories,"
Lewis said. "This program has
made the department an active
partner in local and regional tourism promotion."
The Western Lakes & Rivers
Tourism Region — Kentucky's
Western Waterland received
$87,922 while the Murray Tourism
Commission received $3,538.39.

Dumas Walker's
package store
sold in auction
MOSS, Term. (AP) — The
Clay County package beer store
owned by the man made famous
by a 1990 country song by the
Kentucky HeadHunters sold for
$60,000 to the owner of a construction firm.
Walker's Package and Grocery Store, the Moss business
owned by Dumas Walker, was
bought Saturday by James Poindexter, a native of nearby Monroe County, Ky., according to
Eddie Proffiu, sales associate
and auctioneer for Proffitt &
Wilson Real Estate Agency in
Tompkinsville, Ky.
"We probably had 100 people or more there," Proffitt said.
"The bidding went on for about
an hour."
Walker, a champion rolley
hole marble player, was featured
in "Dumas Walker." a song by
the Kentucky HeadHunters.
Three of the band's members
are from Metcalfe County, Ky.,
about 35 miles from Walker's
store. The store was one of the
nearest points of legal beer and
fireworks sales to several southcentral Kentucky counties.
The concrete block building,
beer coolers and other business
equipment were sold by Walker's wife, Hazel, because she
was physically unable to run the
business any longer, she said.
Mrs. Walker did not allow her
late husband': name to be sold
with the business, but that did
not hamper sales, Proffitt said.
Poindexter plans operate the
store for package beer sales,
Proffitt said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
020

020
Notice

240
Situation
Wanted

Notice

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE

CERTIFIED life guard Fulltime 354-9066

TRACTOR-TRAILERS COORDINATOR OF MI-

t

WILL do ironing and housekeeping 753-1173
100

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

George Weaks, Calloway County Judge-Executive, and Kim Crowden
accepting the WKAS volunteer award for Marla Driver, who could
not attend.

WKAS holds annual meeting
West Kentucky Allied Services
held its annual meeting on Friday.
June 28 at its office building in
Mayfield. The focus of the annual
meeting was to honor volunteers
from all eight counties of the
purchase area for their volunteer
services through West Kentucky
Allied to their own individual
counties. An additional focus of the
meeting was to show appreciation
to WKAS support staff for the
completion of what Board President, Hickman County Judge/
Executive Greg Pruitt called a
"banner year."
"The Board of Directors feels
extremely good about the completion of a very good year," Pruitt
said. "During the past year we have
been able to increase services to
our citizens because of increased
volunteer assistance as well as
additional funding for Human Services programs through our state
legislature. We have been more
efficient and effective and completed the year of increased services in very good financial condition," he said.
Charlie Wix, Executive Director
of WKAS, said the agency provides services to clients in many
different areas from weatherization
assistance to administering the
LIHEAP program, an awnial program which lends heating assistance
to qualified applicants.
"Our staff has to be very flexible
and willing to work in many different areas," Wix said. "We provide
a high level of service to this region and desire to continue to
improve what we do annually," he
said.
The Board of Directors of West

Kentucky Allied Services is comprised of the County Judge/
Executive from each county, representatives from the private sector,
and representatives of the poor.
This mixture is required by the
agency's by-laws and lends a
balance in policy decision making
which is representative of the
entire community.
Volunteers from each county
were awarded plaques and certificates in recognition of their contribution to the agency through the
giving of volunteer services. Volunteers aided in many things ranging from raising money through
walk-a-thons to assisting in administering such programs as
LIHEAP.
At the conclusion of the annual
meeting officers were elected for
the upcoming fiscal year. Pruitt
was reelected President of the
Board. Graves County Judge/
Executive Tony Smith was elected
Vice-President while Rev. Bennie
Gordon of Fulton County was
elected Secretary. Carlisle County
Judge/Executive Warren Lee
Owens will serve the agency as
Treasurer during the upcoming
year.
"I look forward to working with
this slate of officers and the entire
board to promote increased and
more efficient services to our citizens through the programs West
Kentucky Allied administers. Every
board member from every county is
concerned about making sure we
do the best job as an agency that
we possibly can do. We will do
everything we can to assure that
that happens," Pruitt said.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
ne
WEDNESDAY.JULY 24, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE confidence. A brash attitude will reNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: pel someone you want to attract.
Look forward to plenty of action!
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22):Steer
Fresh employment leads come clear of people who are not reliable,
through your social contacts. You or who make comments that sound
have more choices than you realize. hostile. A social occasion could be
Be careful not to lean too hard on less fun than you anticipated. Excuse
those who support you in December. yourself early and head for home!
A chance encounter during the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): New
Christmas season could lead to a new enterprises, co-workers and clients
romantic alliance. Try to consolidate are favored,but rosy promises should
your business and financial resources be accepted with a grain of salt. Unin early 1992. A relocation is possible realistic expectations will only lead
next May.
to hurt feelings. Work harder to nurCELEBRITIES BORN ON ture a personal relationship.
THIS DATE: aviator Amelia
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov.21): An
Earhart,actress Lynda Carter,come- expansive work cycle begins with a
dian Ruth Buzzi. author John D. new client, project or co-worker.
MacDonald.
Original ideas and unusual alliances
ARIES(March 21-April 19): You work out well for you. Greater tact
may be in a somewhat impulsive or and patience will help you resolve a
insistent mood. Be patient with those family dilemma.
who do not think or act as swiftly as
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
you would like. Lashing out in irri- 21): A good day to plan an overall
tation will prove counterproductive. business approach or seek financial
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): backing. New projects look particuYour mind and body are working larly exciting. A close professional
more efficiently now, enabling you relationship proves both challenging
to complete routine chores at a rapid and rewarding:
clip. A last-minute meeting or phone
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
call holds special significance. Read You reach an important decision rebetween the lines.
garding a longtime business or perGEMINI (May 2I -June 20): sonal tie. Such associations may be
Communication of your thoughts — important to your future financial
verbally or on paper— is emphasized security. A move to another city or
today. On-the-job relationships are state is pending.
upbeat and enthusiastic. A new project
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
or associate may be part of the picture. Financial worries can create emoBe flexible.
tional stress, even psychosomatic
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Get health problems. Get more rest.
all the facts and ignore your hunches, Pushing ahead where others fear to
which could be way off target today. tread could be a mistake. Take a more
When discussing a problem with practical approach.
higher-ups, use thoughtful restraint.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Avoid complaining about something You want to forge ahead on a new
that cannot be changed.
project but routine obligations and
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Raise minor hassles with your co-workers
your thoughts above the purely per- temporarily block your path. Be
sonal and you will find new inspira- patient and tackle tasks you can
tion. Pursue romance with quiet handle on your own.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are so self-assured and outgoing that some
people may think them egotistical or phony. In truth, these confident youngsters say exactly what they mean without regard for the consequences.
Ambitious but sincere, these Leos can find success in almost any field. They
know how to take charge in an emergency. snatching victory from the jaws
of defeat. People know these Leos will do exactly what they promise.
ITo order. revised and updated copy of Jeane %On' best selling hoot "Yesterday. Today and FOITN er
How Astmlogy Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan send $R 95 plus 51 postage and handling
Dixon. do Andreus and McMeel. P0 Box 41915(1, Kansas City, Mo 64141 Make checks pa able to
Andrews and McMeel

NORITY STUDENT AFFAIRS, Student Affairs
ALLIANCE
Full-time position to begin
August 12, 1991 Oualifica
Ta
Bachelors degree re65" lions
quired , master's degree
and experience in higher
Amer
education preferred Skills
and experience in program
ming, counseling and permisuna l
gi
sonal skill development are
1 -800 334 1203 required Responsibilities
Responsible for providing
continuous support and assistance for traditional and
Personals
non-traditional minority stu
dents Responsible for all
IF anyone has information aspects of minority student
on Nancy Lorene Young, life on campus, with special
Charles Russell Nannie emphasis on those prog
Young Lovins, or Pete Lee rams which contribute to
POND Leaks? Processed Young
please call the retention of minority
clay is the answer
404-365-8487 ask for John students Person will serve
247-3042 M-F
Chaney
as a liaison among the administration, academic unRESEARCHING relations
its and community Salary
of James G Hunt who was
commensurate with qualifiraised near Cherry Corner
cations Screening of appliHis mother was Nancy
cations to begin August 1,
Jane Hart, father was John
1991 and continue until
C Hunt He had 2 half
position is filled To apply,
sisters in this area Hattie
send resume and referPoole and Lou-Ada Withences to Mike Young, Oferspoon Any information
fice of Student Affairs, Ordon any of these relations
way Hall, Murray State Uniwould be appreciated Conversity, Murray KY 42071
Cream Colored
tact Faye Dill Knight,
Route 2 Box 279, McCrory, JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
$100.°°
AR 72101
Cabinets now accepting
759-4552
applications for workers
ST Jude to Novena May
Prefer experience 409
the sacred heart of Jesus
Sunbury Behind Bunny
be adored, glorified, loved
Bread, Murray
OFFICE SPACE and
preserved throughout
FOR RENT
the world now and forever
PARKWAY Regional HosCourt
Close
to
Sacred heart of Jesus pray pital is building for the fufor us St Jude worker of ture We are seeking a
Square on 5th St.
miracles pray for us St full-time ARRT for CT and
$160.00 per month.
Jude helps the helpless general radiography on our
Call Ted Delaney
pray for us Say this prayer day shift Experience in CT
753-1916 for more
9 times a day,Joy the 8th desired Competitive salary
information.
day your prayer will be an- and benefits. Please send
swered It has never been resume to Parkway Regknown to fail Publication ional Hospital, 2000 HoliSTANLEY Products call must be promised.
day Lane, Fulton, KY
753-2342 for merchandise
42041,
Attn: Linda
MAY
the
most sacred heart
and parties. Winnie Love,
of Jesus be glorified Johnson
222 S 11th Street
throughout the world now PART time or full-time exand forever Most sacred perienced grill cook is
heart of Jesus, I put my trust wanted Job pays $5 00/hr
in you Holy Mary, Mother if qualified Please apply in
of Jesus, pray for me St
person at Majectic Royale,
Theresa of the Child Jesus, Holiday Inn, Murray
Rent-A-Car
pray for me. St Jude of
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
hopeless cases, pray for SALES clerk for retail
me St Virginia Brimalda, Mornings and some afterpray for me Grant me this noons Typing a plus Send
favor I ask, Instructions- resume to P 0 Box 1040E,
Storage Buildings
Repeat 9 times a day for 9 Murray, Ky 42071
8x8 $600, 802 $750, 806
days
and publish and your
Variety
$900.
of sizes &
WENDY'S is now acceptrequest will be granted
styles. Give us a call & our
ing applications for partcompetition will fall.
time help, days and evenI.E. WIIIiams
ings Please apply in per489-2663
son daily 2-4pm 1111
Chestnut, Murray

FOR
SALE
CHOW CHOW
DOG

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
hoe been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and nona pproved' charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991.
For more information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
7534199
'our nth year of servIce'

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future/
You may quality if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between .the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a m -11•30a m
SOMEONE to stay with elderly lady Light house
work and cooking duties
Send resume, with references, to P0 Box 10400,
Murray, KY 42071
SECRETARY needed
436 2156 or 437 4261

Business
Opportunity
RESTAURANT Deli and
Office Equipment New and
used Out of business
Many small items Paris
TN 901-644 1115

lin
instruction

'Job Recruiters on Slit
'Fiji 4 Pal time haring - *4*.t
t
• CDL Training ..?!.
Commercial
rt
nview
iOnst
.1$
al
_,171111j,
TiC)er
\
44: ••71. '
:
o 7 ''.44415

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles 527-2932
USED and antique furni
lure, glass, tools, quilts
901-642-6290
USED or Junk air condition
ers 436-2904

500 GALLON ground type
propane tank 10 x3 Can
be seen at Calloway
County Public Library M F
gam-5pm Sold as is 545C
753-2288
DP Gympac 1600 $120
Dehumidifier; air cond,
boner 753-4167 after 1pm
HAY square bales of At
falfa mixed Timotrei.
Alfalfa 345 2196
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot'Tubs
115 S 13th St
POOL Table, 8f1 w solid
slate top $650 753-3116
WANTEDI We would like to
begin a Bible study in Mu'
ray for the purpose of start
ing a Christian and Mission
ary Alliance Church Are
you interested-) For more
information phone collect
1-6854318 or 683-8265

Situation

Home
Furnishings

Wanted
BUSINESS and residentia
cleaning 8 years experience References supplied
435-4146
CARING to care for the sick
or elderly Best reference
Margaret 901-232-8693
LOVING mother will care
for infants and school age
children in her home near
East Elementary
753-5049
WILL stay with sick or elderly any shift Good references and experience
Consider live-in 753-4590
for information

DINING table, wrought iron
legs $150 759 4085

Miscellaneous
AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call May
field 247-7831

SINGER Electronic sewing
machine Model 2210 99
decorative stiches 3 yio
Used less than a dozen
times $900 new, asking
$250 753 0062 753-9714
TOPSOIL
pickup or we
deliver 753 0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds. 759-1828. 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations,Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641

Mobile
Homes For Saie
10x52 HOUSETRAILER
With extras $2900
753-4285 after 3pm

ENERGY Efficient New
Homes 14 wides starting at
$10,900 16 wides starting
at $11.900 Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Hwy 79E Paris
TN 1-800 642 4891

Will irrigate
tobacco.
Call
Ray Murdock
435-4178

BUILDING for automotive
clean up or repair Air com
pressor, office hot water
gas heat 753-3018
1800 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse
Storage or workshop with
loading dock & elect,
Jetty. Call

Allison Photography
753-8809

Apartments
For Rent
1BR artfully decorated du
plex Stove refrigerator,
ceiling fans $240/mo Deposit required NO PETS'
753-8848 before 8pm
2BR and lbr furnished du.
pies apartments Quiet
neighborhood near University No pets 1 year lease
available August 1
753-8585
1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109

LIVINGROOM Suite Includes sofa, rocker, chair, 2
wooden end tables and 1
coffee table (*a wood and
77 cushions) Reasonably
priced $300 Must Sell
753-9869 after 10am

COMPLETE irrigation sys
tem wtard hose 435-4472
after 8pm

4 CAR shop with office Cal
753-4509

Business
Services

LARGE office desk, dinette
set w14 chairs sofa chair,
all in good condition
753-0331

Farm
Equipment

14x60 SUNSHINE Like
new 753-5346 after 1pm

110
WOODEN storage buildWant
ings 8x16' starts at $1095,
To Rent
10x16' $1424 50, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes avail- WOULD like to rent small
able Acree Portable Build- farmhouse
in Murray area
ings 502-247-7831
before August 1 wiplace to
keep horses 762-6158
leave message
250

2BR 1 bath w stove. refrigerator, W D-. 2 waterbeds air conditioner
$2700 OBO 753 4525 af
ter 6pm

190

Mobile
Homes For Sall

(2) 3BR. 2 bath trailers
1983 LaSalle, 14)(80 w/
fireplace $12,000 1982
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS Shultz 14x70 plus exten
is expanding' We now otter sion $9700 Call Roberts
stamps and stamp supplies Realty 753-1651
along with silver dollars
proof sets, U S and foreign TRAILER and lot in Crappie
coins and coin supplies
Hollow Septic tank and
Coins and stamps are great well
$4500 080
hobbies, they also make 436 2975 ask for Lab
wonderful gifts and invest280
ments Visit us today at :he
Mobile
Ox Yoke Antique Store
Homes For Rent
(Hazel), Treasure House
arid Book Rack (Murray), 28R 753-9866
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
2BR trailers Appliances
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
water, and trash pick-up
buy coins and stamps and
furnished Coleman RE
appraise estates
753-9898
502-753-4161
3BR 1 bath wicentral HA
CUB Farmall tractor Hy
$275/mo Water furnished
draulic lift and belly mower
Coleman RE 753-9898
$ 1 80 0
7 5 3 006 2 ,
753-9714
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking disFABRIC•1:A BRIC*1:A •
tance to college 753 5209
BRIC 50% oft! Country Remnants, Hwy 68-641 (Next to
2M1
Bonanza), Draffenvilic, KY
Heating
(Marshall Co.)
And Cooling
ICC IBM compatible computer 57. high density 3'/, 23,000 BTU window A C.
high density Hard drive $150 759-1979
Key board Caller monitor
conditioner repair
Letter perfect printer Great
ree estimate 436 2904
for business $1000 neg
Must sell by August 1st
753 2243

Kroler living room suit
small desk, standard size
white folding door All reasonably priced 753-2289

RATTAN dining table and
chairs 753-3896

CLASSIFIEDS =

270

2BR duplex Nice neighborhood, newly decorated References deposit required,
no pets
$275.'mo
436-2816 anytime
2BR duplex off 94 east
$215imo Deposit required
Water furnished
NO
PETS' 753-8848 before
8pm
2BR garage apartment
Partially furnished
$225 mo 753-6148 after
6pm

GATEWAY Mobile Homes
can help"' Credit problems
but you need a home/ We CABIN for rent by day,
can help We are over- week Lake front at Pine
stocked in older used Bluff Furnished sleeps
homes Many needing re
4-6 Deposit required
pars You will need a down $50'day
$250'w,k
payment but credit history 753-9658
won't stop you from financ
ing This is a limited time FOR Rent New 2 bedotter and applies to room, 2 bath duplex with
selected used homes garage at 1405 Michelle Dr
Gateway Mobile Homes (off Northwood Dr) No
pets .759 4586
Benton, Ky 527-1427
SHOP COOL"' Air condi
honed double wide lot
models" Quality homeslow prices Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc' Lake Hwy
Paris, TN 1-800 642 4891

NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4tor
house WiD hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111
night
753-0606

Mental Health
ONE year old men s Pro
Line golf clubs Sand
wedge through 3 iron Call
anytime and leave message 753 5904
210
Firewood

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically' Whether you're buying
selling
looking for employment
it all adds up to

The Murray Ledger & Times

DON'T wait until winter to
get wood We will cut and
or split your wood for you
now
Ask for John
759-9710

Masters Level Therapist
Accepting applications for Day Treatment Coordinator. Requirements include a master's degree in the mental
health field with a two year minimum

of direct clinical experience. Experience with adolescents,and supervisory
skills preferred.
Send resume to: Clinical Director
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
GOOD SEASONE
fire wood Order nowl Call
James Sills, 753-41
UNCUT, seasoned cheap
753-5346 after 1pm

Miscellaneous
371 horse Quincy comrner
cial air compressor. 3
phase $350 753-0062
753-9714

Mental Health'
Program Director
OUtpatient A & D Program is accepting
applications for Program Director. Requirements include a Masters degree
and A &•D experience. Will consider
Bachelors level degree with CSAC and
A & D experience.
Send Resume to: Clinical Director
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242
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Homes
For Sale

Apartments
Fee Rant
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

POODLE
753-2068

Puppies

10

Produce
BLUEBERRIES, you pick
$4 50/gallon 436-2680
430
Real
Estate

FOR rent or trade for home
in Murray Choice location
for recreation 2 story brick,
3br, 2 bath, 1 car garage
with detached carport Located 94E bordering KenLake State Park with lake
view 474 8862
3BR. den 1 bath appliances For lease
Deposit-no pets Discounted rent $420 1704
Ridgewood Go Wiswell Rd
left on Ridgewood tan
house on right 753-8734

18 ACRES for sale Located on Mayfield highway
Benton, KY 753-9206
34 GENTLY rolling acres, 3
fields, some timber Beautiful building site with lots of
trees Septic, well. 24x30
garage/shop Must see
489-2658
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

28R w/carpon, outbuilding
on 3 lots near lake
$19,500 Coleman RE
753-9898
/
2 bath, fire3BR brick, 11
place West of Gatesboro
$65,000 Also 3 city lots,
$ 1 0 500
$9 500
753-0800

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Used
Truck*

%Mose
Offered

Strikes
OM*

&Mose
Offered

WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 bath
w/covered dock 354-6006

1977 DATSUN king cab
$750 753-4314 evenings

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References.
759-1110

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guaranteed 753-7953

tilotorcycas
86 YZ250, 85 HONDA
Goldwing 436-2667

BEAUTIFUL 5br brick, 3/
1
2
bath, 4 car garage On 4
acres. 5 minutes from Murray Will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm

HARLEY Davidson black
leather ladies jacket Size
36 Excellent condition
Harley Davidson purse
759-4439 after 5pm

BY Owner 3 story log
home, approximately 4000
sq. ft. decks, jazuzzi, etc
On 40+ wooded acres, very
secluded between Murray
and Paris. Stocked lake,
custom built. Appraised
$130K+,
$ 90 K
901-247-3374.

YAMAHA Razz scooter
Very cheap Black,49cc, no
license required, helmet in
chided One owner Cali
Mike at 762 2558 Must
sell

COME SEE A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
Structures! Model now under
DO you have a Real Estate construction on Hwy 280 East
need? Call for a competent, (Pottertown Road). For inforknowledgable, caring mation call 753-6807.
agent at Professional Real
COUNTRY Livin'. 3BR, 2
NEW 3br 2 bath Available Estate 759-1591
bath brick, 1 acre, low 60's
Aug 1st 753 7457
KOPPERUD REALTY ot- Bob Perrin RE. 759-1881
ters a complete range of office, 753-3509 evenings
370
Real Estate services with a
EXCELLENT location near
Livestock
wide selection of quality
Murray High. 3br, 2 bath
& Supplies
all prices
homes
house. GIG heat Com6X8 SINGLE axle cattle 753-1222 toll free pletely redecorated and
1-800 251 HOME Est
Pallet. $425. 489-2484.
ready to move into Mid
711L.
70*s 753-5644
CLEAN HAY FOR SALE.
Kirksey. 489-2773 after
.1.10
FOR Sale in Marshall
5:30pin.
/
2 bath. BedCounty. 3br, 11
Lots
ford Stone. Double carport,
For Sale
HORSES and ponies for;
outbuilding on 11
/
2 acres.
sale. 753-2493.
BEAUTIFUL 2 acre lot in New septic tank. Priced to
HUDSON Company. Sad- good location, just off Wis- sell 437-4244 before 6pm
dles, Bridles & Horse sup- well Rd. cam Jean. Century
FOR sale or trade. 2 or 3br
plies: -759-1823 or 2f. 753-1492i
brick home in Calloway
753-4545.
WAKE up to birds singing, County 3 acres w/5 hooksurrounded by beautiful ups for mobile homes. Gas
trees; oak,-maple, cherry, heat, garage, carport, outdogwood. Secluded, yet buildings. Newly remodclose to shopping center eled throughout. 753-5786_
AKC registered Cocker An unusual opportunity for
Spaniels. 2 males, 4 le- a choice site. 100ft fron- GREAT Main Street Locamales.Euttcolor,shottrand tage,. 182t1 depth Wind tion! Gorgeous grounds
wormed. $85. 489-2476 your driveway through the and pretty 3br home lotrees. Call 753-6453 to see cated near schools and
between 5 and 9pm.
shopping. Extra large aty
HAVE an obedient, safe WOODED lots in Lyn- lot, beautiful hardwood
nwood
Heights
Subdividog for show or home
floors, and Florida room.
Classes or private lessons. sion. 3.3 miles west of Mur- Priced to sell at $67,500
Serving Murray for over ray. Hard surfaced roads, MLS* 3400. Kopperud Recity water, natural gas, ca12yrs. 436-2858.
alty. 753-1222
blevision, reasonably rePEG'S Dog Grooming. stricted for cottage only HOMEOWNERS Dream753-2915.
753-5841 or 753-1566
New 3br home. 1575 Mockingbird. Fan light accent
windows, large kitchen
Formal dining room Extra
large greatroom. Walk-out
basement and much more
753-3903

AN EXCEPTION TO THE RULE!
This truly exceptional home has all the extras you have
been looking for: style, location, livability, lovely lot.
master bedroom suite with dressing area and 3 baths. A
must to see. Reduced to $123,900. MIS 3387

Nimes
Jet s.'.

IT'S Appeal Is Real! Large
3br, 3 bath home, built to
overlook part of the 93
acres that goes with the
sale Great cattle farm, all
fenced and cross-fenced
Southwest area $144,900.
MISS 3367. Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.
NESTLED In The Trees!
Immaculate home with central heat and air overlooking
wooded hillside. Property
includes 13 acres with barn
and fenced area for horses
Just reduced to $56,500
MLS# 3456 Kopperud Realty 753-1222
NEW 3br 2 bath home
Double car garage, front
porch, custom oak cabinets
vit/full lighted ceiling Quality throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentm-Penner Homes
759-4422, 435-4013 or
345-2462
NEW on the market 4br, 2
bath central gas heat
cooling Full basement, top
condition Bob Perrin RE
759-1881 office or
753-3509 evenings
PRICED for immediate
sale 3br, spacious house
Central HA. remodeled 2
years ago Kitchen, dining
room, utility room, 1 bath
No reasonable otter will be
refused Contact Kathryn
Glass at Roberts Realty
Murray

Papa John's Pizza Now
Hiring For All Positions
-Assistant Managers
-Shift Supervisors
-Drivers

-Counter Help
'Phone Personnel

1985 CHEVROLET S-10, 4
cyl, 4 speed Must sell
$1800 OBO 753-3222
1985 F-150 FORD Truck
302 motor Utility bed
527-1561
1986 MAZDA Pick-up
SE-5 753-6675 after 5pm
1986 MAZDA B-2000 LX
pick-up truck 436-5678

Auto
SeMites
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Auto
Para
NISSAN and Toyota rebuilt
transmissions 5-speed
and parts. 474-0116.
490
Used
Cws
1965 KARMANN-GHIA
one owner, rebuilt motor
new upholstery. Needs
body work. Runs good.
$2200. 753-4161.
1976 TOYOTA Corolla_
Best offer. 759-1207.
1977 FORD LTD New
paint, new tires Engine lust
re-sealed 753-2346
1978 MONTE Carlo. Needs
motor, fair condition, sun
roof, chrome wheels Best
offer 436-2052_
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, blue, 1 owner,
86,000- actual miles,
loaded.- 763-9240
1983 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham. Very clean,
good shape. 753-2654
days, 753-9980 nights.
1984 CELEBRITY V-6. Excellent condition. $2350.
753-2493.
1985 TRANS AM. white,
red interior. t-top,
753-6705.
1987 DELTA 88. 4-door,
loaded, V-6, automatic.
474-2115 ask for Bob.
1987 NISSAN Pulsar, low
mileage, clean. Good condition. $4800. Must sell
now. 753-4422.
1987 SABLE LS wagon
loaded, $5950 437-4639
or 437-4723.
1988 CAMARO, red. 21xxx
miles. Must sell $7800
753-6741 after 5:30pm.
1989 MUSTANG GT white
436-2817
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.
FOR Sale 1984 Olds Cutlass Supreme. Clean and
runs great 753-1171
NICE 1956 Chevy street
rod
$6500 OBO
435-4336
TAKE over payments. 1991
Toyota Celica GT. 5,000
miles, red, 5-speed w/
overdrive, loaded, sunroof,
wheels, windows and
spoiler. 753-1073 or
436-5371.

1985 DODGE Caravan. 7
passenger. Approximately
200 miles on rebuilt, 2.6
engine. Automatic, cruise,
a/c. Looks and runs excellent Arizona vehicle, no
rust. $4950. 436-5811
1987 DODGE Caravan.
High miles, excellent condition $5250 firm 753-4175
after 5pm
65 FORD Van, 6 cylinder,
straight shift $350
753-0062 753-9714

1968 AIRSTREAM. 30ft,
rear bath. Awnings allaround. Extra nice.
753-0114.
1981 JAYCO Pop-up.
Queen, double, plus. Slide
out kitchen, self contained,
awning, spare tire. Excellent condition. $2,000.
376-5296, 376-5440
(Wingo).
1989 24FT Winnebago
mini motorhome. 6,000
miles. Excellent condition.
$26,500. 753-4389 or
753-5960.

520
Boats
& Motors

BUILDER, residential,
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563

CARPENTRY, specializing
in decks, fences and arbors Also additions and out
buildings_ Commercial or
residential work. Fast, quality service References
available 759-1424 after
5pm
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation. Professional service. Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

A LICENSED electrical
contractor. JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835.
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free es
timates 753-1537 or
753-1221
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOWING In-town only
Good cut, trim all objects &
perimeters, power blow all
walks, etc 753-0611 before 8pm
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254.
PAINTING, remodeling,
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744
PAINTING tntenor and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555
PAINTING-interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255, 437-3034
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

PROFESSIONAL Painters.
1965 RUNABOUT in good gas, refrigeration. Installa- Inc.
Total home improvecondition with 75hp Evin- tion and repair. Free esti- ment.
Interior/extenor, &
mates.
ma-nos.
rude OB in excellent condilandscaping. Free estition. $1000. Call James at EXPERIENCED Roofing.
mates. 753-3315 anytime
435-4425.
New roofs, re-roofs, tear
ROCKY COLSON Home
1988 RUNABOUT. Will sell offs Free estimates.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
474-2021
for pay-off. 753-3682.
painting, plumbing, con28FT cruiser, Bayline, FENCE sales at Sears crete. Free estimates Call
1986. A/C and new canvas. now. Call Sears 753-2310 474-2307
All electronics, sleeps six, for free estimate for your
225 hours Teak interior In needs
ROGER Hudson rock haulwater demonstration
GENERAL Repair plumb- ing, gravel,sand,chit, drive502-362-4422
ing, roofing, tree work. way rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 756-1823.
36FT houseboat. Fully 436-2642.
equipped. Excellent condi- GUTTERING By Sears_ SEWING machine repair
tion. Reasonably priced. Sears residential
and com- Kenneth Barnhill.
Will accept pontoon in mercial continuous gutters 753-2674.
trade 436-2289.
installed for your specificaSHEETROCK finishing,
75HP EVINRUDE out- tions Call Sears 753-2310
textured ceilings. Larry
for
free estimate.
board motor Excellent
Chrisman. 492-8742.
Condition $700 Call
G.W CONSTRUCTION,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
James at 435-4425
Gerald Walters roofing,
Removed. Insured with full
painting, vinyl siding, all
line of equipment including,
kinds of remodeling. Phone
530
60k aerial trucks and brush
489-2267.
Services
chipper. To assure a safer
HADAWAY Construction. operation at • lower comOffered
Home remodeling, paint- petitive cost. Free estiA-1-A Landscaping. Tree
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, mates without obligation
trimming & removal. Cleanfloor covering. No job too Day or nite, 753-5484.
up & hauling. 492-8254
small. 436-2052
T.C. Dinh Repair and ManAl TREE Service. Stump
HANDYMAN will do plumb- tenance. Electrical - Cleanremoval and spraying. Free
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
ing, electric and carpentry
estimates. 753-0906 after
Street 753-6111 office,
Reasonable rates
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495
753-0606 after 5pm.
753-9838
ALPHA Builders - CarpenHAULING, yard work, tree
try, remodeling, porches,
removal, mowing. Free esroofing, concrete, drivetimates. 759-1683
ways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates HUDSON Company Land489-2303
scaping. For free estimates
call 759-1823, 753-4545 or
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: 753-6773
major
Factory trained by 3
manufacturers. Most parts INSULATION Blown In By
in stock, on my truck. All Sears: TVA approved
work and parts warranted. Save on those high heating
Ask for Andy at The Ap- and cooling bills. Call Sears
pliance Works, 753-2455. 753-2310 for tree estimate.

TOTAL lawn service. Free
estimate. 436-2744.
TREES Bush removal Intown only. Free estimates,
quality work, good prices.
753-0611 before Born.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Alma, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

WYATT Masonary Brick,
block, stone and concrete
Pour small foundations, pa
ties and sidewalks Quality
work at reasonable price
Call anytime 489-2982

WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No !tab to large or to small
474-2300
WOOD'S Heating and
Cooling. We repair central
and window air conditioners. 759-1979, 753-0530.

60
Free
Column
FREE 8wk old black kittens 1 male, 1 female Well
cared for and accustomed
to children Free bag of
kitten chow with each
437-4290 after 5pm
FREE kittens Lovable &
adorable Indoor/outdoor,
nice pets 753-9390

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM INOODWORKI NG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Rotund Bunny Brash]
753-5940
.
'
---416
1111141b's--41041"ilh
4

inr.vi Smith
`Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

Mathis Transmission
Service
623 N. lth St..

Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

•
SERVICE
NEALE• BANN
RANDYSewers
Septic Tanks
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

488-2490
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

CATH

I HANOI)
THE WEIS
CRISIS 31
THE olff,
ttall
HAVE CAT

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
4A11 'Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelealillbrittent Inc.

FOR

A-Z services. Roofing,
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping All around handy-man Free estimates 436-2868
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

GARF

BLACK TOP SEALER
Protect your driveway from
the long winter months
ahead. For free estimate
call Robert Prescott at
753-9504
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements foot
ings, garages, drives.
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

For assistance call, 753-1916 or dome by
Mtliray
Ledger k Times classified department

Kopperud Realty
Main

SEE

GoING
PoND..

BEAUTIFUL CANTERBURY HOME
Three large bedrooms, 2 baths, greatroom with
brick fireplace, kitchen with large dining area.
Lovely decor throughout. $96,000. MIS 2747

711

OKA*. j

We Service What We Sell

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

Equal Opportunity Employer

BLON

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848.

Employee Discounts
Health Ins. Available

Apply in person
Dixieland Center (next to Big Kahuna)
Wed. & Thins., July 24 & 25
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. . 5 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs.
experience Free estimates 436-5501 or
437-4391.

DAVIDSON Roofing. New
10x32 PONTOON house roofs and repairs. Tear offs
boat. Sleeps 4. Refrigera- and re-roofs Written guartor, stove and bath 100HP antee. Local references
outboard. $3500. See at 753-5812.
Irvin Cobb. 436-5811.
DRYWALL, finishing, re14FT tri-haul fishing boat pairs, additions and blowand trailer. $595 OBO. Ask ing ceilings. 753-4761.
for John. 759-9710.
LICENSED for electric,

Benefits:
Flexible Hours
Furnished Uniforms

BLUEGRASS Lawn Service Mowing, mulch, landscaping hauling Free estimates 753-1221

BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm.
Financing available

MAO

Vara

pAPAJOhlt

1979 FORD PROMO 4x4
351 auto, pis and
air,
runs good
$2500
436-5811
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Offered
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LOOKING BACK

Today is Tuesday, July 23, the 204th day of 1991. There are 161 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 23, 1886, New York saloonkeeper Steve Brodie supposedly
made a daredevil plunge from the Brooklyn Bridse into the East River, a
claim supported and disputed by various witnesses. Brodie, who died in
1901, became a celebrity, although doubts about the stunt remain to this
day.
On this date:
In 1829, William Austin Burt of Mount Vernon, Mich., received a
patent for his "typographer" — a forerunner of the typewriter.
In 1885, Ulysses S. Grant, the 18th president of the United States, died
in Mount McGregor, N.Y., at the age of 63.
In 1904, by some accounts, the ice cream cone was discovered by a
Charles E. Menches during the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St.
Louis.
In 1914, Austria-Hungary issued an ultimatum to Serbia following the
killing of Archduke Francis Ferdinand by an assassin. The dispute led to
World War I.
In 1951, Henri Petain died.
In 1958, Britain's Queen Elizabeth named the first four women to peerage in the House of Lords.
In 1967, rioting that claimed some 43 lives erupted in Detroit after
police raided a black-owned nightspot.
In 1977, a jury in Washington, D.C., convicted 12 Hanafi Muslims of
charges stemming from the hostage siege at three buildings the previous
March.
In 1982, actor Vic Morrow and two children were killed when a helicopter crashed on top of them during filming for "Twilight Zone: The
Movie."
In 1984, Vanessa Williams became the first Miss America to resign her
title, because of nude photographs of her that were published in Penthouse
magazine.
Ten years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin lashed back at
domestic and American critics of his policy of bombing Palestinian guerrilla targets in Lebanon.
Five years ago: Britain's Prince Andrew married Sarah Ferguson at
Westminster Abbey in London.
One year ago: President Bush announced his choice of Judge David
Souter of New Hampshire to succeed retiring Justice William J. Brennan
on the U.S. Supreme Court.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Gloria DeHaven is 66. Baseball hall-offamer Don Drysdale is 55. Actress Belinda Montgomery is 41.
Thought for Today: "History repeats itself; historians repeat each
other." — attributed to Philip Guedalla, British writer (1889-1944).

Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
Jeff Carruthers, Chris Drew,
Calloway County School SuperBrent Clark, and Don Allan Mose- intendent William B. Miller will
ley of Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 continue in his same position for
4Iiitey Lovell, assistant scout- another year, according to action
master, completed the 60-mile taken at a meeting of the Calloway
North-South Trail in the Land County School Board.
Between the Lakes. This was the
Seaman Hal Edward Nance, son
first Kentucky troop to accomplish of Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Smith, grathis feat, scout officials said.
duated July 16 from Class A Radar
Mike Wicker, 16, Rt. 1, Almo, School at Naval Training Center,
competed in Region 6 AAU Junior Great Lakes, Ill.
Murray Little League All-Stars
Olympics in Evansville, Ind. He
Marshall County 11 to 1 in
beat
earned highest honors in 1,500
District
Tournament Action at Fort
meter racewalk with a winning
Campbell.
Lindsey Hudspeth was
time of 8.28.4.
pitcher. In the next session, Murray
Marilyn Jean Gilbert and Billy beat Fort Campbell All-Stars 7-0
Gene Pritchard were married June with Eddie Rollins as pitcher.
6 at Lebanon Church of Christ,
The home of Tommy Thurman
Sedalia.
in the Van Cleave community
Births reported include a boy to burned July 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Shupe, July 3,
Births reported include a girl to
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Mr. and Mrs. James E. King, July
Stubblefield, July 16.
8.

Thirty years ago
The Murray City Council on July
21 passed an ordinance of intent
for beginning of,garbage collection
and _disposal system in the city of,
Murray.
Buford Hurt, chairman of
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board, told the Murray Civitan
Club that work on the airport was
now in progress and construction
should be completed in 90 days.
The airport is located of Penny
Road, Highway 783 North.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Crass of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Crass of Mayfield have returned
from a western motor trip. They
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Crass at San Francisco, Calif., and
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Smith at Los
Angeles. Calif.
Spencer Goard and Jerry Michel
of Mansfield, Ohio, are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Olin Moore.

Forty years ago
The Murray Crusade for Christ
evangelistic meetings started July
22 at American Legion Hall,
according to R.R. Osborne, minister for Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, Murray.
The building of a well-type concrete structure to prevent erosion
will be demonstrated on the farm
of Lowell Palmer on July 27,
according to Calloway County
Farm Agent S.V. Foy.
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Smith and
son, Richard, of Asheboro. N.C.,
have been visiting her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Billy McKeel.
The children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff D. Stalls had a reunion on July 15 at Murray City Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melugin and
daughter, Carolyn, are visiting their
son and brother, Lee Ross Melugin
and wife, of Wichita Falls, Texas.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I am a church organist and have played for many
weddings. After being underpaid,
paid with knickknacks from the local gift shop, or not being paid at all
because the couple assumed the
music "came with the church," I decided to be more direct about my
fees.
Now when a couple ask me to play
for their wedding, I tell them up
front what the cost will be,and what
it covers(my travel time,the wedding
rehearsal, providing music prior to
the ceremony, etc.). I even ask them
to please pay me at the rehearsal —
because it has been my experience
that the best man, or the bride's
father, or whoever had my check

often forgot to give it to me in the
excitement of the wedding day.
My "policy" as helped me avoid
much confusion and hard feelings.
Pastors should be compensated
for performing the service, and they
need to speak up in this regard. I
know it's often difficult to ask church
members or non-members) for
money, but most folks are relieved
not to have to guess at what might be
an appropriate fee for weddings,funerals, etc.
As an aside, I was appalled when
my own pastor told my fiance and me
prior to our wedding that he had
been paid anywhere from $10to $500,
and we should set our own payment.
He and I were close enough friends

that I could say,"My dentist doesn't
let me decide how much I should pay
him — and you shouldn't either!"
(He got the message.)
PAID IN FULL IN
KNOXVILLE,TENN.
DEAR PAID IN FULL:Thanks
for clearing up a great many
doubts in the minds of many.
Some pastors and church organists are somewhat timid
about mentioning "fees," so I'm
printing your very helpful letter.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to
comment about the letter signed
"Brokenhearted Mother," who didn't

DAILY COMICS
BLON DIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
0 1986 Un,versai Press Syndicate
_

want Grandma,who lives 1,000 miles
away. to know that her favorite
grandson (age 19) was in jail.
Abby, your advice was the best
ever."Tell the truth,and tell it now,"
you said. "If you don't, it will be
found out." I know. It happened to
me.
My story is similar, only my parents live just around the corner.
"Joey," our youngest ( age 161 got
mixed up with the wrong crowd and
had to spend seven months in a detention center. I. too, made up excuses for his always being "away"
when Grandma phoned.("Joey is in
the shower," or "Joey is in the darkroom developing.") I kept this up for
four months.Finally my mother said,
"I know where Joey is. He has been
writing to us!" Needless to say. I felt
like a fool.
When Joey came home, I helped
him unpack, and I found a large
collection of letters — several from
some ofour neighbors!This surprised
me. Joey said he wrote to almost
everybody he knew, hoping they'd
write back because getting mail was
the only thing he had to look forward
to — besides getting out.
I've been reading your column for
years, and this is the first time I've
seen this problem mentioned. "Brokenhearted Mother" is not alone.
BROKENHEARTED
IN TORONTO

CALVIN and HOBBES
axe
WEN, SUSIE , V•1 ANNA
SEE A MAGIC TRICK?

FIRST, ILL NEED AN

ORDitsiPki COWER

Abby's family recipes are included in
her cookbooklet. Send a long, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Cookbooklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054. I Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
I liANDLED
THE WEISS
CRISIS JUST
THE WRY
YOU WOULD
HAVE LATIN!

WHEW,IliANKS!
I WOULD HONE
HATED TO FACE.
THAT ONE
RETAIN AFTER
/AV VACATION!

FIRST I PUT IT IN f114 'TO
CALL' PILE... THEN I MOVED
IT TO MY "TO WRITE TO- PILE.. •
THEN I PUT IT BACK IN MY
"TO GALL" PILE..
•

7

r-THEN I BURIED
IT IN MY "TO
READ' PILE, WHERE IT WAS
ACCIDENTALLY PICKED OUT AND
ROUTED TO BRIAN, WHO LOST IT
FOR TWO DAYS AND JUST

THE MENTOR PRORAM

BACKFIRES ONCE A6AIN.

"Oh, lovely — just the hundredth time you've
managed to cut everyone's head off."

RETURNED IT THIS MORNINEr

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 "Peter "
4 Perch
9 Decay
12 Mature
13 Related on
mother's side
14 Fuss
15 Is fond of
17 Instructor
19 Goddess of
discord
21 Three. prefix
22 Mocks
25 Pierces
29 Negative
prefix
30 Uncanny
32 Verve
33 Hard-shelled
fruit
35 Move
sidewise
37 Period of
time
38 Kind of
cheese
40 Approaches

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
MOM ,I3'PtUJN FAN' I ARE
Golf-4G OVER To HFIRRISCNS
POND.-CAN 1.4.)e TrIKE_

Frimi.ey-?

GARFIELD
WE'RE NOT CrOINC/
ANYWHERE UNTIL
you OSE IT!

LET'S HIT
THE ROAD

1

2

3

AGE ADOPT PET
INNARENEW AGO
RUSSET WI LLOW
HART NA
ACNE ION TIMM
MOO SMOOITHES T
I L SEE TOE UR
COMMANDED MAO
ERIE TUB GULP
AS NOSE
SCARCE OTTERS
HUN AWSKE RAT
YET BE ST ANY
4
5
6
7
8

Dwells
Running
Grain
Let it stand
Partner of
blood and
sweat
9 Cheer

DOWN
1 Crony
2 Time gone by
3 At no time
4

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 King of
Bashan
43 Jeans'
material
45 Exerts to the
utmost
47 Penpoint
49 Dines
50 Spanish
nobleman
54 Trials
57 Paddle
58 Mountains in
Mongolia
60 Musical
instrument
colloq.
61 Solemn
wonder
62 One
indifferent
to pain
63 Vast age

5

6

7

8

9

17

16
19

'0

11

27

28

14

13

15

10
11
16
18
20

20

IF
21
ll

22

23

24

29

35

as

METAL OR PLASTIC?
RED? YELLOW? BLUE?
GEE. DON'T KNOW..

39

43
47

SO

36

Si

52

UI
3'
42

4011141
44

(.iNAT KIND OF 01514 DO
YOU THINK YOU WANT?

26
32

30 1U131

34
33
•

PEANUTS

25

45
4.

46

Poem
Rocky hill
Great Lake
Quote
hpean
fEinucro

2
23
2 Ate
Avoid
24 Takes ones
part
26 Beverage
27 Nobleman
28 Projecting
teeth
31 Make happy
34 Sunburn
Eccentric
s
36 SGuorpher
4 Surfeit
it
44 Fabulous
king
46 Send forth
48 Leather Strap
50 Tibetan
gazelle
51 Uncooked
52 Exist
53 Eisenhower's

49

UUU53 UUU
54

59
Il
61

SS

s8

ho
igxhilnigght
55 B
56 Japanese
currency
59 Th ee
Sloth

60
63

62UUUI

DIAL-A-WORD
Clues for toda 's cro.sword puzzle

mmand
command
abbr

1-900-454-3535
'Extension $1702
t** •••••••ser

DEAR DR. GOTT- Is there anything that can be done for diverticulitis other than taking medication?
DEAR READER - Yes, on occasion,
surgery may be necessary to control
bleeding from diverticulitis.
Diverticulitis refers to pockets of
infection deep within little outpouchings that commonly arise in the intestinal lining This infection causes severe abdominal pain, bowel paralysis
and fever. The diagnosis is most easily made by CT scanning(computed tomography, a type of X-ray test) that
often reveals the abscess. As you
pointed out, antibiotics will usually
cure the condition.
However, in some cases, portions of
the infected intestine may bleed and bleed profusely. If this hemorrhage is not arrested by antibiotics.
an operation to remove the abscess
and the bleeding area is needed. In addition. repeated bouts of bleeding are
another indication for surgery Finally, the formation of a large abscess
with or without perforation of the intestine may require surgery
I gather from your question that
you are interested in non-drug therapy for diverticulitis that is mild or
moderate To my knowledge, there is
none. Experts usually recommend a
diet free of small seeds(strawberries,
raspberries and the like) for patients
with diverticulosis, uninfected outpouchings that cause no symptoms
The rationale for this preventive
treatment is that these indigestible
seeds may enter diverticular sacs and
cause blockage leading to infection.
put simply. they may turn harmless
diver t iculosis into more serious diverticulitis However, once infection has
-set in, antibiotics(and surgery, for the
reasons I mentioned) may be
necessary
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Diverticular Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369.
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the•title.
DEAR DR GOTT: Please discuss
the causes of keloids. Is the tendency
hereditary' Are keloids common to
the black population. and are there
any new surgical removal procedures
that will prevent their return'
DEAR READER Keloids are exaggerated scars After an injury, the
scar tissue enlarges. forming a shiny.
smooth overgrowth, rather than a
thin, lightly colored line. The cause of
keloids is unknown: they are more
common in blacks and tend to be inherited. Keloids, which do not affect
health, can be removed by plastic surgery or laser treatment.
1551 4flriSP4PER E1'(TERPSiSx
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Resident arrested after police find
human body parts in his apartment

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Sarah
Smith Tabers
Mrs. Saratrikuth Smith Tabers,
82, Rt. 1, Almo, died today at 5:40
a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was a member of First
Christian Church, Mayfield.
Her first husband, Ray Smith,
died in 1973. She also was preceded in death by two sons, Norman Smith and Jerry Gene Smith;
two sisters, Mae Tabers and Nina
Scoggins; and five brothers, Leary,
Hobart, Otis, Lory and McKenley
Lofton.
Born June 30, 1910, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Harm Lee Lofton and LinMe Lofton.
Mrs. Tabers is survived by her
husband, Aron B. Tabers; two sons,
Melvin R. Smith and wife, Carolyn, Rt. 9, Benton, and Rayford
Smith and wife, Joyce, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Ruby Satory, St. Louis,
Mo.; 12 grandchildren; 18 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will
follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Tabetha
Joy Shelton

Mrs. Virginia Ellen Peters
Mrs. Virginia Ellen Peters, Murray, died Monday at 4 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her
husband, Walt Peters, in 1963; one
daughter, Mrs. Bessie Barrus, in
1990; and one son, Theo [Wriest,
in 1980.
Born March 23, 1894, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of
the late George Washington Higgins and Mary Jane Ferguson
Higgins.
Mrs. Peters was a member of
Grace Baptist Church.

SuMvors are one son, Conrad
DePriest and wife, Thelma, Murray; nine grandchildren; 17 greatgrandchildren; 11 great-greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Thursday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe and the Rev. Randolph
Allen will officiate. Music will be
by Grace Baptist Church Choir.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Paul Francis Greene
Paul Francis Greene, 75, of 1701
North Third St., Terre Haute, Ind.,
died Sunday at 1:38 p.m. at a hospital in Chicago, Ill. His death followed an illness of two months.
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Elnora
Greene, died May 18 of this year.
Born March 23, 1916, he was a
member of the Catholic Church.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Mary Kaye Cartwright and
husband, Gary, Cecerio, Ill.; two
sons, Ron Greene and wife, Ailene,
Murray, and Mike Greene and
wife, Kathy, Terre Haute, Ind.; 13
grandchildren, Monica Greene,
Nashville, Tenn., Kim Greene,

Marco Island, Fla., and Chip.
David and Becky Greene, Murray;
Craig, Kyle, Kevin and Kayla Cartwright; Cliff, Mike, Steven and
Chris Greene.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Ryan
Maddox Funeral Home, Terre
Haute, Ind.
Pallbearers will be grandsons,
Chip Greene, David Greene, Craig
Cartwright, Kevin Cartwright and
Kyle Cartwright.
Burial will follow in a cemetery
there.
Friends may call from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Tuesday) at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Wavil Vick

Funeral rites for Tabetha Joy
Shelton are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Van Russell is
officiating.
• Pallbearers - are Russ Calhoun,
Barry Patrick, Pruitt Ethridge,
Mark Keen, Mark Garland and
Matt Helbrecht.
Burial will follow in Kirksey
Cemetery.
Miss Shelton, 15, Benton. died
Sunday at 8 p.m.
Survivors are her father, Randy
Shelton and wife, Jan, Benton; her
mother, Ms. Cillia Compton Shelton, Kirksey; grandparents, Junior
and Janice Compton, Kirksey, and
Jimmy and Shirley Shelton, Mayfield; great-grandparents, Cod l and
Irene Compton, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Reva Shelton, Murray; one stepbrother, Matt Green; aunts and
uncles, Danny and Cindy Cossey,
Kenny and Ginger Overbey, and
Shane and Laura Key; five cousins,
Ben, Erica and Trent Cossey, and
Austin and Kacey Key.

Businesswoman
listed as missing
is found Monday

Services for Mrs. Wavil Vick
will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at
New Providence Church of Christ.
John Dale and Wayne Cox will
officiate._
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Hospice Program at
Murray-Calloway County High

School.
Mrs. Vick, 80, formerly of Rt. 1,
Hazel, died Sunday at 8:50 a.m. at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Glenda Bakise, Valrico, Fla.

MILWAUKEE (AP) — A large
number of human body parts were
found early today in an apartment
building where neighbors3)ad complained for more than month of a
foul odor, police said.
Lt. David Vahl said officers
went to the apartment on the city's
North Side and arrested the
31-year-old man who lived there
after getting a report from a citizen
shortly before midnight.
A policer officer at the scene,
who declined to give his name,
said authorities were investigating
the possibility of up to 15 deaths.
Vahl said only that police were
investigating the possibility of
multiple homicides based on evidence found at the scene. He
declined to specify how many he
meant by multiple, or to say what
the tipster had told authorities.
A number of boxes, barrels containing acid, a skull and a refrigerator were removed from the man's
dingy, fly-infested second floor
unit.
Alla Vickers, 31, who lives next
door to the Oxford Apartments,
said she and her husband had
smelled a repugnant odor for some
time. An small alley separates the
buildings.
"We've been smelling odors for
weeks, but we thought it was a
dead animal or something like that.
We had no idea it was humans,"
Ms. Vickers said.
Anita Lusk, 21, who lives on the
first floor of the building, said she
heard a commotion in the building
Monday night. She was told later
by police that the suspect tried to

NASA says shuttle
ready for launch

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
missing Lexington woman has been
located in Maryland and her disappearance did not involve foul play,
police said today.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
Detective Walker Webb of the — NASA headed quietly into the
Lexington Metro Police said Ingrid final hours of the countdown for
Robinson went to Maryland and shuttle Atlantis' planned launch
did not notify her family until she Wednesday with a satellite
made a call Monday night.
designed to link low-flying spaceIt "seemed like she had just left craft with the ground.
on her own free will and was
Mission managers said Monday
located in Maryland around mid- both spaceship and cargo were
night last night." Webb said.
ready to fly. Workers had been
No other details were available. making repairs as late as Sunday
The 52-year-old businesswoman night on a cracked floor beam in
was reported missing last Friday the engine compartment.
after completing her round of
Test director Al Sofge said engiappointments in Ashland.
neers were satisfied with the beam
Robinson, operator of a medical repair, which involved bolting a
management business, became the
piece of aluminum over the split
object of a search that included
metal.
police helicopter searches along
Atlantis is scheduled to blast off
Interstate .64 after she failed to at 10:55 a.m. Wednesday, although
attend a colleague's birthday party
NASA has more than four hours to
at 7 p.m. that evening at a Lexing- get the shuttle off the ground.
ton restaurant.
Weather forecasters put the odds of
The search was conducted here, good weather for liftoff at 60 perin Morehead and Ashland, but the cent. The main concerns were possearches turned up no clues.
sible showers or thunderstorms.
Robinson spent all day Friday
Mission commander John Blaba
meeting with doctors in Ashland. and pilot Michael Baker practiced
She made all her appointments on landings in the shuttle training airtime, according to a daughter, Joan craft Monday. The crew of four
Raisle of Louisville.
men and one woman also underAfter seeing a television report
went another round of medical
about the woman's apparrent disap- exams and reviewed flight plans.
pearance Saturday night, two peoThe nine-day flight will be the
ple called in possible sightings.
ninth trip into orbit for Atlantis.

GM,Ford recall vehicles
DETROIT (AP) — General
Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co.
on Monday recalled a total of nearly 320,000 vehicles.
GM recalled about 196,000
1982-86 Chevrolet Camaro and
Pontiac Firebird and 1984-86 Pontiac Fiero cars with manual transmissions and disc brakes. The company said a faulty part in the rear
brake assembly could cause the
parking brake to slip.
Company spokesman David
Sloan said the company knew of
one fatality and six minor injuries
linked to the problem.
The company also said about
112,000 1991 model four-door
Chevrolet Blazer, GMC Jimmy and

Oldsmobile Bravada sport-utility
vehicles were recalled because of a
potential fuel-system seal problem.
GM said in the event of a rollover accident, the seal could allow
more fuel to leak than allowed
under federal government
regulations.
The company said it was unaware of accidents or injuries attributable to the fuel-system seal.
Ford said 6,425 of the 1991
model Ford Crown Victoria, Thunderbird and Mustang and Mercury
Grand Marquis and Cougar cars
were recalled to check a part in
their automatic transmissions that
may prevent drivers from shifting
the transmission into park.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$628 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more information.

7534890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
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She is survived by three daughters, Mrs. Bakise, Mrs. Vickie Bennett, Phoenix, Ariz., and Mrs. Karla Hennigin, Akron, Ohio; one
brother, Harry Mathis, Paducah;
five grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
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Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. A‘g. ..... +10.68
DJIA Previous Close.......3012.97
Air Products
643/s + 1/4
A.T.C. Class A ....... 393/4B 401/4A
A T & T................39'/. unc
Bank of Murray' ............185B
Bell South
471/s + 1/4
Briggs & Stratton
353/4 - 1/4
Chrysler
137/1 • 1/s
Dean Foods
475/s unc
Exxon
593/s - 1/s
Fisher Price
231/4 + 1/4
Ford Motor
343/s unc
General Electric
731/4 unc
General Motors
413/s - 3/s
Goodrich
453/4 • 1/1
Goodyear
38 - 1/4
I B M
1023/s + 3/1
Ingersoll
- 1/2
K-Mart..............
+ h/s
Ky. Utilities...................231/4 unc
Kroger
201/s unc
L G & F
411/s - 'Is
McDonalds
34 - 1/4
J.C. Penney
473/4 + 1/5
Quaker Oats
593/s + 7/1
Schering-Plough
513/s • 1/1
Sears
.39 + 1/2
Texaco
653/1 unc
Time Warner
863/s + 1/8
UST
45 + 3/s
Wal-Mart
463/s + 1/s

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Zilpha Brandon Crutcher; one sister, Mrs. Marjorie Jarman, Tampa,
Fla.; one niece, Mres. Cathy Morris, Buchanan, Tenn.

Malachi
Linn Fortner
Graveside rites for Malachi Linn
Former, infant son, will be today at
3 p.m. at Kirksey Cemetery. The
Rev. Heyward Roberts will
officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
The infant was stillborn at 10:45
p.m. Thursday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors are his parents, Ronnie
Linn Fortner and Rita Carol Knight
Fortner, Rt. 1, Almo; two half
brothers, Jason Fortner and Joshua
Linn Fortner, Almo; grandparents,
Glenda Peppel and Irene Knight,
Almo, and Arnold Fortner,
Princeton.
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'Hillard Lyons a trading agent to, this stock

Sale Items Cash 8 Carry

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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you expect from Pease at a pnce you cart
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For quality and performance, no other lowcost steel door system even comes close.
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HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Market News Sereice July 23, 1991 Ken
Lucky Pwelwae Arm Hog Market Report Includes
Buying Slations Receiptc Actii21, FAL MS Barrows& Gilts
steady to weak, Sows Mindy to 1.611 Higbee.
US 1.2 2311-251 64
SC3.011-51541
US 1-2 211731 bs-S5t61-5230
US 2-3 23/1-244 Is
SS2-50-53.00
US 3-4 64-2711 bs
S51 46-‘2.co
Sows
US 1-2 271-3541 I,.
S190139 Os
US 1-3 31114110 1,
P900-40.00
US 1.3400.533 be
$19011-40.00
US 1.3 523 and up
$441.011-4100
US 2-3 3115111,0
ST/ 00-36.011
loan S33.1111-36.110

hazardous materials unit was called
to remove suspected acid in barrels
and jars found in the apartment.
John Batchelor, a neighbor of the man in custody, said the person
arrested was single.
"He works every day and stays
to himself," Batchelor said

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Joe Brown Crutcher
The funeral for Joe Brown
Crutcher was today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Gerald
Owen officiated and Mrs. Oneida
White presented the music.
Pallbearers were Lestel Elkins,
Ovie Lee, Relmon Wilson, Harold
Wyatt, lack Miller and Jimmy
Kelso.
Burial was in Petitt Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes.
Mr. Crutcher, 81, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Saturday at 10:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

kill a young man, who fled the
apartment and called officers from
a corner phone.
Ms. Lusk said she suspected the
smell was human remains but
"never thought I'd be right."
Police Lt. Roosevelt Harrell said
the Milwaukee Fire Department's
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